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ABSTRACT

Quality of Service Support over Heterogeneous Networks

Anna Lina Ruscelli

Quality of Service (QoS) applications with strict latency/throughput requirements (e.g.
Voice over IP, video conference, audio and video streaming) require guarantees for Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) Traffic Streams (TS). Moreover, wireless networks involve space and time-varying characteristics and they are subject to fast changes in
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) due to phenomena like path loss, shadowing,
multipath fading, signal attenuation and interference. Thus the problem of QoS provisioning is complex, requiring the adoption of refined techniques alongside the used resource
management system.
In this thesis we address the problem of Quality of Service provisioning over heterogeneous networks following three deeply connected directions.
First of all we focused our attention on the resource scheduling at the MAC level and
we made three distinct novel contributions to the state of art. Wireless Capacity-Based
Scheduler (WCBS), a new scheduling algorithm for QoS and real-time service support over
IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks, is presented. We propose a scheduling methodology which
reserves a fraction of network bandwidth to each traffic stream and dynamically manages the
allocated capacity, assigning a suitable deadline to the served stream whenever the reserved
time is consumed. Moreover an extended version is presented, Wireless Capacity-Based
Scheduler with resource reservation (WCBS-R). The third proposed scheduler, Overboost,
introduces a different approach for supporting VBR traffic with QoS requirements. Our
scheduler allows the network node to use both the IEEE 802.11e MAC functions, HCCA and
EDCA, for the transmission of the same traffic stream, adopting the third access function
stated by the standard, the HCCA EDCA Mixed Mode (HEMM) mode.
In the second part we extend the presented results about the QoS support for wireless
networks at the MAC level, introducing a flexible and extensible architecture suitable to
globally manage the access to common resources. The illustrated framework has the role of
middleware between multimedia applications, from which it accepts different QoS requests,
and lower network layers, translating these requirements in the specific medium access
protocol parameters. It has been applied to IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks. Then we have
extended this idea considering not only one network technology but heterogenous networks.
We developed an infrastructure which provides an open, common and flexible platform
expandable to different involved technologies with the aim to manage end-to-end QoS.
In the third part of the thesis we spread our point of view, considering the problem
of designing a QoS-aware wireless network. Our aim is to design a wireless network with
an expected QoS and we choose as case study wireless sensor networks, due to their per-

vasiveness in the real world. We split this work in two phases. The first one deals with
the proposed probabilistic model for preliminary WSN performance evaluation before its
deployment. The obtained model is useful to set the values of the network design parameters in order to obtain the desired QoS and we consider the probability to guarantee this
level, negotiated with the nodes applications. The second phase has the goal to improve
the modeled network acting on the geographic routing algorithm, in order to assure the
network reliability by the use of a partial flooding technique.
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Part I

IEEE 802.11e MAC scheduling
algorithms for QoS support

2

Chapter 1
Introduction
In wireless communications the Quality of Service (QoS) and real-time guarantees provisioning is an important issues due to the diffusion of mobile devices which support multimedia
applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP), multimedia video, and videoconferencing. Furthermore, Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic with different
requirements need differentiated QoS levels with real-time guarantees.
On the other hand the space and time-varying characteristics of the wireless channel [1]
affect the network performance in terms of Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR)
and Bit Error Rate (BER). Thus it is not possible to assure hard QoS constraints in terms of
exact values of network and application parameters, including delay, delay jitter, packet loss
ratio, and throughput. However the characteristics of multimedia applications allow us to
consider soft requirements expressed by admitted intervals of the parameters values. In fact,
for multimedia applications, missing deadlines implies only a degradation of the received
QoS and not catastrophic events. Therefore we can consider soft-real time constraints with
the exception that we cannot employ the classical methodologies used in static real-time
systems because they cannot handle the dynamic characteristics of both the wireless medium
and the multimedia applications.
Even if IEEE 802.11 [2] is the recognized standard for Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLAN), its earlier releases were designed to provide only best effort services thus it has
been recently enhanced with the IEEE 802.11e amendment [3] in order to include QoS
guarantees.
The recent standard has introduced a differentiation mechanism at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, using two additional access functions: the Enhanced Distributed

3
Channel Access (EDCA) function and the HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) function. The EDCA function is based on distributed control and enables prioritized channel
access, while the latter requires centralized scheduling and allows applications to negotiate
parameterized service guarantees.
However, the IEEE 802.11e standard does not specify a mandatory HCCA scheduling
algorithm, but it offers a reference scheduler, which is compatible with the use of link
adaptation, and respects a minimum set of performance requirements. In particular it
periodically assigns a fixed transmission time interval to all the managed Traffic Streams
(TSs).
Some studies evaluated the new standard through analytical techniques and simulations and demonstrated that HCCA improves the QoS support particularly for CBR traffic.
However, it performs poorly with VBR traffic, since it assigns fixed transmission parameters
therefore it cannot accommodate the traffic variability. As a consequence several researchers
have suggested alternative scheduling algorithms to the reference one, in order to improve
its QoS provisioning for VBR traffic, but they do not specifically consider the real-time
constraints.
In this part two different scheduling algorithms, WCBS and WCBS-R, alternative to the
IEEE 802.11e reference scheduler and tailored for QoS and real-time support are illustrated.
Moreover a further scheduler, Overboost, local to each node and using both the two IEEE
802.11e MAC functions, is introduced.

4

Chapter 2
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols
This section describes the IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol and its enhancements proposed by
the IEEE 802.11e amendment.

2.1

IEEE 802.11b MAC protocols

The IEEE 802.11b MAC defines two transmission modes: the mandatory contention-based
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), based on a Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme and the optional contention-free Point Coordination
Function (PCF), based on a polling mechanism, where the Access Point (AC) controls all
transmissions. DCF and PCF are multiplexed in a superframe formed by a PCF contentionfree period (CFP) followed by a DCF Contention Period (CP), as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1 : MAC transmission modes architecture

The superframe starts after a Beacon frame, a management frame used for synchro-
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nization, for sending protocol parameters and information about the CFP/CP duration.
The beacon frames are sent with a period equal to the Target Beacon Transmission Time
(TBTT).
2.1.1

Distributed Coordination Function

DCF is the mandatory 802.11b MAC protocol. It works as a listen-before-talk scheme that
uses a distributed CSMA/CA mechanism to access to the medium and to avoid collisions.
According to this access method, a station having messages to send has to sense the channel
and if it is busy, the station defers its transmission and starts a random backoff procedure.
The carrier sense is performed both through a physical mechanism, provided by the PHY
level, and a virtual mechanism, achieved by the MAC level using the Network Allocation
Vector (NAV). NAV of each station maintains prediction on the use of the medium by means
of information about ongoing transmissions duration derived from the heard messages (see
Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2 : CFP and CP interleaving

The transmission duration can be obtained from the Duration/ID header field of single
frames that indicates the time reserved to send the considered frame and its ACK or, if the
frame fragmentation is allowed, to send the next fragment and its ACK. Also the optional
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RTS/CTS mechanism, introduced to reduce collisions due to the hidden node problem,
provides such information. This mechanism uses the Duration/Id field of Request To Send
(RTS) frame, sent by the sending node before transmitting a data frame, and the Clear
To Send (CTS) frame, sent by the receiving node, to indicate the time needed for the
transmission and to receive the corresponding ACK. Thus all nodes in the reception range
of a sending and/or a receiving node can set their NAV, that performs like a counter, to
the required time, avoiding to transmit until the time is exhausted, i.e. until the medium
is yet idle.
Collision Avoidance (CA) is performed by each station through a random backoff procedure before starting a transmission. After detecting the channel idle for a DCF Interframe
Space (DIFS) after the last frame detected in the medium has been correctly received or for
a Extended IFS (EIFS), when the last frame detected has not received correctly, the station
(STA) has to keep sensing the channel idle without interruption for an additional random
time that reduces the probability of collision. In fact the waiting time is randomized adding
to the common waiting interval this random backoff time, loaded in the backoff timer. This
backoff time is computed as the product of the Slot Time, the basic time interval, and of a
factor uniformly distributed over the interval [0, CW ], where the Contention Window (CW)
parameter is initialized to the CWmin value. If the backoff counter has reduced to zero and
the medium is still free, the station begins to transmit whereas, if the medium becomes busy
during the decrement, the station freezes its backoff counter and resumes the countdown
when it detects the channel idle (see Fig. 2.3). When two or more stations try to transmit
at the same time and a collision occurs, as inferred by no reception of an acknowledgment
(ACK) packet from the message receiver, all the involved stations exponentially increase
their CW parameters (up to the CWmax maximum value)as shown in Fig 2.4 and compete
to gain control of the medium.
A similar procedure is performed after the end of the frame transmission, that in such a
case it is named post-backoff, in order to ensure a temporal separation between each frame
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Figure 2.3 : The backoff procedure

Figure 2.4 : The CW exponential increase
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sent by a station.
DCF does not provide QoS support but supplies only best effort service as all stations
operate with the same channel access parameters (CWmin and CWmax ) and they have the
same medium access priority. Thus there is no streams differentiation providing some QoS.

2.1.2

Point Coordination Function

The centralized PCF allows contention-free transmissions since the access to the medium
is based not on a contention mechanism but on a polling mechanism. Point Coordinator
(PC), located in the Access Point (AP), contends with other STAs to gain the control of
the medium, but the choice of the PCF Interframe Space (PIFS) waiting time used in the
virtual carrier sense assigns it a high priority access. In fact, PIFS is longer than Short InterFrame Space (SIFS), that is the time interval used during the message exchange in the IEEE
802.11b protocol, but shorter than DIFS used by DCF to start the CP, (see. Table 2.1). In
particular DIFS is computed as DIF S = SIF S + (2 ∗ SlotT ime). This relationship (see
Fig. 2.5) provides PCF stations higher priority in the medium access than DCF stations.
In this way, no idle period longer than PIFS occurs during a CFP, otherwise PCF ends and
the following CP starts. The max CFP duration is set considering the CFPMaxDuration
parameter in the CFP Parameter Set of the PC; it is not a multiple of the beacon interval
and, if it is longer than this interval, the beacon will be transmitted at regular intervals,
defining in the CFPDurRemaining field the remaining time from the most recent T BT T and
the CFP end. The CFP repetition interval (CFPPeriod), is defined as a multiple of the
Delivery Transmission Message(DTIM) value, suitably set in the beacon frame. Moreover,
at the beginning of the CFP, NAVs of all the STAs are set to the CFPMaxDuration value,
(see Fig. 2.2), updated taking into account CFPDurRemaining of the listened beacon frames
and reset at the end of the CFP. Thus they access to the medium during the CFP only
when polled by PC, according to the polling list of its associated stations, (usually in a
round-robin manner, in order by ascending Association ID (AID), assigned by AP to STAs
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during the association phase).
A polled station with no data to send answers with a Null frame containing no payload:
this solution allows to distinguish this situation from a collision between overlapping PCs.
If the AP receives no answer from a polled station after waiting for a PIFS or it receives a
Null frame, it polls the next station in the polling list or ends the CFP, sending a CF-End
message. If the CFP terminates before all associated stations have been polled, the polling
list will be resumed at the next CFP cycle from the previous stopping point.
Busy medium conditions can imply the phenomenon known as deferred beacon: delayed
beacon due to traffic conditions or to extension of CP in order to finish frames transmission
can shorten CFP duration.
The PCF scheme polls each station with the same period, without taking into account
the different traffic periods. Moreover, when a station is allowed to transmit, it takes the
control of the medium until its transmission has finished, without any service differentiation
between station with QoS traffic or not, or leaving its turn to stations with prioritized
transmissions. Thus, even if PCF avoids collisions by means of its centralized access medium
mechanism, it does not make available different QoS guarantees.

Interframe Spaces

Value (µs)

DIFS

34

PIFS

25

SIFS

16

Slot time

9

Table 2.1 : Interframe spacing.
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Figure 2.5 : Relatioship between interframe spaces in IEEE 802.11 protocols

2.2

IEEE 802.11e MAC protocol

The IEEE 802.11e compensates for the lack of QoS and real-time support of the IEEE
802.11b standard by introducing an Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) and two new
MAC functions, HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) and Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA). HCF, located in the QoS Access Point (QAP), coordinates the global
access of the period by establishing an hyperperiod, divided into many intervals, which
can be contention-free (managed by the HCCA function) or contention-based (managed by
the EDCA function). In order to overcome the starvation problem due to the unbounded
channel occupation by low rate stations (which is one of the shortcomings of the legacy
DCF function of IEEE 802.11.b), a constraint in the transmission time is added in both
access methods. Each station with QoS (QSTA) can transmit no more than a fixed time
interval, named Transmission Opportunity (TXOP), that can be obtained contending for
the medium (EDCA TXOP ) or after receiving a CF-Poll frame (HCCA TXOP or polled
TXOP ). In both cases, TXOP is defined by means of its start time and its maximum length,
that cannot exceed the dot11MaxDwellTime parameter. Each QSTA can transmit one or
more Traffic Streams (TSs) with QoS requirements.
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2.2.1

HCF Controlled Channel Access

The HCCA function introduces a parameterized QoS support in the centralized polling
mechanism of PCF. HCCA classifies the traffic into height TSs. Each TS, that can be unidirectional (uplink or downlink) or bi-directional (both of them), corresponds to a specific
service level identified by the values of the Traffic Specification (TSPEC) protocol parameters. The TSPEC mandatory fields are illustrated in Table 2.2 along with the symbols used
for the other referred parameters. By the negotiation of these parameters during the admission control phase HCCA can guarantee TSs a parameterized QoS access to the medium. In
order to be included in the polling list, a QSTA sends to the QoS-aware Hybrid Coordinator
(HC), usually located at the QAP, a QoS reservation request for each of its TSs, using the
QoS management frame Add Traffic Stream (ADDTS). Therefore, if the acceptance of the
requesting TSs does not jeopardize the service guarantees of the already admitted ones,
the QAP notifies the admission to the QSTA with a positive acknowledgement, containing
the TS service start time. Moreover, HC aggregates the QSTA TSPECs in the following
transmission parameters, used to manage the available resource with QoS and sent to the
QSTA at the polling time: the Service Interval (SI), which is the time interval between two
successive polls of the node, and the Transmission Opportunity (T XOP ) which is the node
transmission duration, based on the mean application data rates of its TSs. The TSPECs
aggregation provides a global view of the QoS requirements of the considered QSTA that
is used to assign QSTA SI and T XOP service parameters used to globally provide the
required service. Then the station itself manages its T Ss in order to meet their needs.
The Controlled Access Phase (CAP), i.e. the time period under the control of HC
that can be composed by CFP and polled TXOPs assigned to QSTA through the CF-poll
frame during CP, is started by QAP. It listens to the medium and if this is idle for a
PCF Interframe Space (PIFS), it gains the control of the channel. It then polls a QSTA
at turn sending the QoS CF-Poll frame, according to the polling list, generated by the
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TSPEC parameters (units)

Symbol

Mean data rate (b/s)

R

Nominal SDU size (B)

L

Minimum PHY rate (b/s)

Γ

Delay bound (s)

D

Maximum Service Interval (s)

M SI

Other Parameters (units)

Symbol

Peak data rate (b/s)

Π

Peak frame rate (frames/s)

Φ

Burstiness factor

B

Frame size (b)

L

Frame Interarrival time (s)

τ

Interarrival time upper tolerance (s)

δu

Interarrival time lower tolerance (s)

δl

Service Interval (s)

SI

Transmission Opportunity interval (s)

T XOP

Number of transmitted SDU

N

Amount of transmitted data (b)

χ

Table 2.2 : Glossary of used notation.

scheduler considering the QoS and real-time requirements. Even if the TID subfield of the
QoS Control field of the polling frame specifies the TS for which QSTA is polled, the station
can answer sending frames of any TID or management frames. In the QoS data frames,
the TID subfield specifies the TS of Traffic Category (TC) to which MAC Protocol Data
Unit (MPDU) belongs; the Queue Size subfield indicates the actual output queue length
used for the current TS or TC; the TXOP Duration Requested subfield contains the desired
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duration of the next TXOP for the considered TS or TC, request allowed during polled
TXOP or EDCA TXOP. The use of all these subfield shall be opportunely set if the used
Access Policy is the HCCA-EDCA Mixed Mode (HEMM), where both of these function can
be used, as explained in Section 2.2.3. If the polled QSTA has no queued traffic to send,
i.e. its TSs are not backlogged, or if the head-of-line frame does not fit into the remaining
T XOP duration, QSTA sends a QoS CF-Null frame to the QAP. QAP shall use queue
size information and the rate used to send the QoS CF-Null to deduct the required queue
size for the considered TXOP. If a QSTA does not use all the TXOP, the unused time is
returned to the HC. The HCCA frames exchange sequence is shown in Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6 : HCCA frames exchange sequence

HCCA adopts the same improved protection mechanism as PFC by the use of NAV that
each QSTA set considering the Duration/Id field of received CF-Poll or RTS frames. The
right setting of NAV avoids that stations start transmitting during CFP.
The maximum time spent in HCCA for each SI is limited by the dot11CAPMax variable
and the total controlled access time in a beacon interval with respect of the CP duration
is bounded by dot11CAPRate. The duration of the controlled access period can be limited
using these parameters maintaining a minimum duration required by handover activities
and the effect of controlled access mode on traffic streams in contention access mode can
be bounded.
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The introduction of the TSPEC parameters to express and to negotiate with QAP
the QoS requirements and the use of scheduling algorithms to manage the polling list,
adapting the polling order to the different service required, make HCCA suitable to provide
a differentiated service with quality.

2.2.2

Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

The EDCA function provides a prioritized QoS to the DCF contention mechanism based on
Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). During the contention
phase each station listens to the medium. If the medium is free for an interval equals to
the Arbitration Inter-Frame Space (AIFS) plus a random backoff time, the station sends
its frames. Otherwise the station freezes its waiting timer until the medium becomes again
available and then restarts its countdown. An exponential backoff reduces the collision
probability.
EDCA uses eight different User Priorities (UPs) to classify the traffic. These UPs are
mapped into four Access Categories (AC), implemented as First In First Out queues (see
Table 2.3).

Priority

User Priority

Access Priority

Traffic type

lowest

1

AC BK

Background

2

AC BK

Background

0

AC BE

Best Effort

3

AC BE

Best Effort

4

AC VI

Video

5

AC VI

Video

6

AC VO

Voice

7

AC VO

Voice

highest

Table 2.3 : UP to AC mappings.
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Therefore, different kinds of applications (background, best effort, video and voice traffic) can receive a diverse service accordingly to their QoS requirements. The prioritization
is obtained by assigning each AC different contention phase parameters: i) an increasing
AIFS for decreasing AC priority ii) Contention Window Min (CWmin ) and Contention
Window Max (CWmax ) used to compute different backoff periods. A QSTA with higher
priority AC traffic has a backoff interval shorter than that of QSTAs with lower priority
traffic which allows it to acquire a higher right of access to the medium. Also, a virtual
contention handler solves the internal collisions of QSTAs that end their contention backoff
intervals at the same time. It forces QSTA with higher priority to gain the control of the
medium by increasing the contention windows of the lower priority ones.

2.2.3

HCCA-EDCA Mixed Mode

The IEEE 802.11e standard describes a further access policy, the HCCA-EDCA Mixed Mode
(HEMM), where both the previously described functions are used. However, HEMM is not
well documented and very few studies [4, 5, 6, 7] have analyzed the QoS provisioning of
the whole HCCA-EDCA system. Since it is thought as the composition of the two basic
access functions, it is only mentioned, specifying what are the control bits to set to permit
the cooperation of them, without any further suggestion and making free the researcher to
propose possible solutions.
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Chapter 3
IEEE 802.11e scheduling algorithms
The diffusion of applications requiring QoS has stressed the current WLAN technology to
provide the expected support. Even if IEEE 802.11e amendment was proposed to improve
the offered QoS, it had marginal success on this goal, showing limited features in the case
of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, thus the research community has proposed solutions
alternative to the reference scheduler proposed by the standard. In this section the reference scheduler is illustrated in order to highlight its straightness and weakness that have
suggested the feature of the new scheduling algorithms, which are summarized. In particular the scheduling algorithms considered as comparison in the proposed works are deeply
analyzed. To the best of our knowledge they are representative of the different available solutions introduced to improve the HCCA QoS support, without the aim to provide a survey
on this topic. Also a brief summary of the few works on the HEMM mode is presented.

3.1

IEEE 802.11e reference scheduler

The IEEE 802.11e reference scheduler proposes how to compute the main protocol parameters, SI and T XOP , suitable to meet the requirements globally expressed by each
QSTA. It tries to assure that each QSTA transmits its TSs during an interval tailored to
its requirements considering the mean values of transmission parameters. As shown by the
research works about that, the proposed computation itself has some drawbacks that limit
its efficiency and that the different proposed solutions try to overcome.
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3.1.1

Reference Scheduler Algorithm

In the reference scheduler SI is computed as a unique value for all non-AP QSTAs with
admitted streams, whereas different values of T XOP are computed for each QSTA. Hence
all QSTAs are polled with the same period SI and different TSs of a station QST Ai are
served with the same computation time T XOPi .
In particular, SI is proposed to be less than the beacon interval, so that QSTAs will be
polled at least once during the beacon duration. It also has to be less than the minimum of
the Maximum SI (M SIi ) of each QST Ai , computed as the ratio between Delay Bound (D)
and number of possible retransmissions attempts, chosen to meet a tolerable probability
value of dropping a packet when it exceeds its D. This ensures no deadline misses, since
QSTAs are polled within an interval less than the minimum of those requested for each of
their TSs.
T XOPi is globally assigned to a QST Ai and not to its single TSs. It is computed using
the previously obtained SI and the mandatory negotiated TSPEC parameters. First of all
the scheduler computes the max number Ni of max size MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU)
transmitted at the mean data rate Ri :


SI · Ri
Ni =
Li



Then it computes T XOPi as the maximum between the time to transmit Ni MSDU with
nominal size Li and the time to transmit one max sized MSDU (Mi , i.e. 2304 bytes) at the
Physical Transmission Rate, which is equal to the minimum PHY rate Γi of the QST Ai :


Ni · Li Mi
,
T XOPi = max
Γi
Γi



+O

This choice is conservative, since it preserves the maximum time to transmit, at the minimum PHY rate, the maximum number of bytes that can arrive during SI. Note that
T XOPi takes into account the transmission overhead (O) in time units: such overhead
includes interframe spaces, ACKs and CF-Polls.
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SI and T XOPi have fixed values, based on worst case conditions, and they are recomputed only if a new TS arrives with a M SIi greater than the preexistent ones.
3.1.2

Reference Scheduler Admission Control

The admission control test suggested for the Admission Control Unit (ACU) of the reference
scheduler depends on the values of SI and T XOPi computed for each TS as previously
described. It ensures that the ratio between T XOPj and SI of the new admitted T Sj ,
added to the sum of the ratio of T XOPi and SI of each already admitted T Si , must not
exceed the portion of bandwidth reserved to the HCCA function:
k

T XOPk+1 X T XOPi
T − TCP
+
≤
SI
SI
T

(3.1)

i=0

where k is the number of already admitted streams, k + 1 is the index of the newly arriving
stream, T is the beacon interval and TCP is the time used for EDCA traffic.

3.2

HCCA Schedulers

The numerous studies about the IEEE 802.11e HCCA reference scheduler [8, 9, 10, 11] have
proven through analysis and simulations that it has good QoS and real-time performance
only with Constant Bit Rate CBR traffic, which shows stable and invariant values of its
parameters. Instead, due to the fixed values assigned to T XOPi and SI, it provides a nonoptimal resource utilization in the case of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, (videoconference,
video streaming, etc.). Same conclusions are drawn for the Admission Control. It misses
on the necessary flexibility and applies stringent admission conditions with the acceptance
of fewer TSs than possible, by wasting available resources. As a result, several alternative
scheduling algorithms have been proposed to improve the QoS provisioning of IEEE 802.11e
HCCA networks in the case of VBR traffic, [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and few works have
evaluated the real-time issues of the reference scheduler [19, 11, ?, 12, 20, 21, 22], and
proposed possible solutions.
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Several alternative scheduling algorithms have been proposed to improve the QoS provisioning of IEEE 802.11e networks, in particular in the case of VBR traffic, [13, 12, 23, 8].
Nevertheless they do not consider real-time constraints and few works evaluate the real-time
issues of the reference scheduler, i.e. its ability to respect timing constraints expressed in
terms of TSs deadlines, and propose possible solutions.
Looking at the proposed real-time scheduling algorithms for IEEE 802.11e networks,
to the best of our knowledge, they are characterized by the different mechanisms used
to provide temporal guarantees. Table 3.1 illustrates such mechanisms adopted by some
algorithms. The algorithms named in the Table using italic font will be described more

Table 3.1 : Scheduling mechanisms.
Scheduling mechanisms

Algorithms

Queue length estimation

FHCF, ARROW

Feedback based mechanism

FBDS

Timed token based mechanism

WTTP

Deadline-based scheduling

SETT-EDD, RTH,
WCBS, WCBS-R

accurately and compared in the following of this section.
One component of the packet delay is the queue delay, due to the lateness in the transmission queue delivering. A resources assignment tailored to the network traffic can reduce
the waiting time experienced by the frames in the transmission queues.
The algorithms can employ different types of information, depending on the use of a
theoretical model or the actual values of the queues length. In the latter case, a better
resource reservation is possible with respect to that being based on estimated queue length
where the assigned T XOP could be major (waste time), minor (delayed packet) or equal
(ideal case) with respect to the actual needed transmission time.
In ARROW [16] the next T XOPi is computed considering the actual buffered TSs data
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at the beginning of the polling and communicated to the QAP through the QS header
field. Moreover, since each new packet could be delayed at most one SI, the scheduler
ensures that the deadline is not exceeded and the delay requirements respected bounding
the MSI. However the increasing polling overhead, due to the fact that the MSI upper
limit could be less than half of the standard, is compensated by a more accurate T XOPi
computation. Knowing the queue length of each TS, the scheduler can manage differently
TSs with different requirements. Finally the next QSTA to be polled is chosen by means of
an Earliest Due Date (EDD) [24] deadlines scheduling.
The Application-Aware Adaptive HCCA Scheduler [17], derived from ARROW, distinguishes uplink and downlink schedulers, whereas the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm [25] adapts the polling order to the stations requirements, expressed by means of the
computed deadlines. The uplink scheduler assigns each QSTA a minimum and a maximum
SI, modified to follow the application and network conditions and to digest the buffered
traffic, respecting the QoS requirements. They are computed considering the mean TSPEC
values and depending of periodic or aperiodic traffic.
A feedback mechanism can be used to update the value of transmission parameters to
the network variability. All QSTAs and their transmission queues are regarded as a system
whose balance is perturbed by new incoming TSs. The Feedback Based Dynamic Scheduler
(FBDS) [21] behaves as a closed loop controller which restores this balance by bandwidth
recovering, limiting the maximum delay. It assigns dynamically, by means of a feedback
mechanism, T XOP according to queue length estimation at beginning of the new CAP
phase through a discrete time model, while SI remains fixed. Moreover it compensates the
errors produced by channel perturbations not previewed by the estimation algorithm using
actual queue length information sent by each QSTA.
In [12] the authors propose the Scheduling Estimated Transmission Time - Earliest Due
Date (SETT-EDD) algorithm, which is based on the use of the deadline concept. The
algorithm uses variable T XOP and SI but it maintains the same admission control as the
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reference scheduler. Both the T XOP s and the SIs values are limited between a minimum
and a maximum SI so that transmissions can be done at least at PHY rate, thus respecting
the deadlines. The polling order is managed by the real-time algorithm Delay-Earliest Due
Date (Delay-EDD) [26], which polls the QSTAs according to the non decreasing deadlines.

3.2.1

FHCF

Fair HCF (FHCF) [14] aims to improve the fairness of both CBR and VBR traffic and
delay performances assigning variable T XOP s by means of the estimation of the uplink
TSs queues length.
The mathematical model proposed for the queues shows the relationship between polling
interval and queuing delays and it is used to estimate the global packet delay. More specifically, it distinguishes between the packet queuing delay Q and the waiting time delay W.
The former is due to the delay in the queue, influenced by the variations in packet size and
data rate, while the latter is defined as the interval between the packet arrival time and the
QSTA polling time. The authors distinguish the case when the queues are empty at the
end of T XOP , especially for CBR traffic, and the case where the queues are not empty,
which is more realistic for real wireless networks. In the first situation, there is a further
distinction if the packet arrives before the polling time of its QSTA (the packet has to wait
for the polling QSTA):
di (t) =

i−1 
X
j=1

qi Mi
ρi · t
Tj − t +
+
Ref f
Ref f



or if the packet arrives during (the packet has to wait for the transmission of previous
queued packets) or after (the packet has to wait for the next SI):
di (t) = SI − t +

i−1
X
j=1

Tj +



i−1
X
ρi
Tj
t−
Ref f
j=1

where Tj is the allocated T XOP for T Sj , qi is the number of packets in the queue, Mi is
the MSDU size, Ref f is the effective data throughput, ρi is the application data rate. In
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this case the delay is bounded by SI. Instead, if the queues are not empty at the T XOP
end, the packets can be queued later than the next SI since the delays are cumulative. In
the best case the packet will be transmitted in the next SI but in general, if traffic is highly
variable, the packet delay can become really unpredictable. This delay is expressed by:
Di = max{di (t)} = SI − Ti +
t

qie Mi
ρi

where qie is the queue length at the end of the TXOP Ti .
These equations suggest two different ways to control the maximum delay: increase the
T XOP Ti or reduce SI but this implies an increasing number of polling and an increasing
overhead. FHCF adopts the alternative method to reduce the delay through the control of
the queue length before the polling time. To deal with these delays the authors designed
FHCF with two schedulers: the QAP scheduler and the node scheduler.
The QAP scheduler estimates the varying queue length for each QST Ai at the beginning
of the next SI, qiest , and compares this value with the ideal one, qiideal . In particular,
qiest =

ρi (SI − tei )
+ qie
Mi

where tei is the time when qie is evaluated. Since sending rate and packet size can change, this
estimation can not be accurate, thus the QAP scheduler corrects the qie computation using
its expected value. Then it computes the additional required time test
i (positive or negative)
for each TS of a QST Ai and reallocates the corresponding T XOPi duration according to
the number of additional packets in the queue. Moreover, it evaluates the actual available
time after the allocation of all T XOP s in one SI in the ideal case and, if it is not sufficient,
it decreases fairly all the assigned times by a percentage of tei . This allows management of
traffic variations.
The node scheduler, located in each QST Ai , just after the CF-Poll frame reception,
can redistribute the additional time of T XOP , which is always globally allocated to the
station, among its TSs. It executes the same computation than the QAP scheduler but
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more accurately since each QST Ai knows exactly its TSs queues size at the beginning of
the polling and it is able to estimate its queue length at the end of T XOPi and the requested
additional TS time. According to its allocated T XOPi , it evaluates the remaining time T ′
that can be re-allocated considering the number of packets Ni to transmit in T Si and the
time required to transmit a packet, computed according to its QoS requirements:
′

T =T−

p
X
i=1

Ni ·




Mi
+ 2SIF S + ACK .
Ref f

FHCF uses the same admission control test of the reference scheduler (eq. 3.1).

3.2.2

Real-Time HCCA

The Real-Time HCCA (RTH) algorithm [20] is designed to provide real-time support in
HCCA ensuring the traffic streams a fixed amount of capacity during a fixed period.

RTH Scheduler Algorithm
The periodic scheduler, based on EDF algorithm plus Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [27],
takes into account the non-preemptability of frame transmissions, that are considered critical sections. The scheduler activity is split into offline activity at stream lifetime timescale,
which performs the more complex activity, and online activity at the frame transmission
timescale.
Since the scheduling parameters are computed offline, the online activity consists only
of reading the next entry [i,ti ,TXOPi ], composed by the index of the next QST Ai which
can access to the medium, its polling time ti and the duration of its transmission T XOPi .
Conversely, the offline activity attends to the admission control and to the timetable computation. The admission control phase takes into account the requirements of the new and
admitted QSTAs and provides the parameters used in the timetable computation.
When the MAC sublayer Management Entity has admitted a QSTA it translates a set
of the TSPEC mandatory parameters [Ri , Ni , Di , Γi ] into that used in the enforcement
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procedure and notifies QST Ai of successful operation. Each TS is characterized through
two parameters, the capacity Ci and the period Ti , derived from this TSPEC set. The
capacity Ci is computed as the time needed to send at rate Ri how many Nominal SDU
can be held during a period Ti , and it can be expressed as follows:



Ri · Ti
Ci =
· t Ni
Ni
where tNi is the Nominal transmission time. The period Ti is computed as equal to Di if
this is less than the ratio Ni /Ri that is the expected average interarrival time of SDUs of
T Si . Otherwise, Ti is set to the largest multiple of Ni /Ri not greater than Di to respect
the constraint Ti ≤ Di :





Di
Ti = 


Ni
R

i

· Di ·

Ni
Ri




Ni
Di <
,
Ri
otherwise.

RTH Admission Control

In order to admit a TS the QAP verifies the schedulability test introduced in the multiprogrammed environment by SRP which includes the blocking time due to the non-preemptability
of TS transmission. In the case of HCCA, the minimum critical section bi for TSi is equal
to the nominal size SDU transmission time tNi including the polling time for uplink TSs,
tPi , i.e., bi = tNi + tPi .
When TSi is in a critical section and it is scheduled instead of the highest priority TSj ,
TSi is said to block TSj . So, the blocking time for TSi is the maximum critical section
durations between all TSs with a period longer than TSi :
Bi = max{bj }.
j>i

The schedulability analysis produces the following sufficient condition to determine the set
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of n schedulable TSs:
Bi X Cj + π j · t P j
+
6 1 ∀i : 1 6 i 6 n.
Ti
Tj

(3.2)

j≤i

where πj is the maximum number of times that the QAP has to poll TSj , during Tj .
Moreover, larger versions of Bi and bj , B i and bj , which are the maximum quantities that
the equality holds in the equation, are used in order to reduce the MAC overhead.

3.2.3

Wireless Timed Token Protocol

Wireless Timed Token Protocol (WTTP) [15] is based on Timed Token Protocol (TTP)
[28], a token passing MAC protocol for ring-based networks. The token is used to manage
a circular list of nodes in a round-robin manner. Each node refers downlink and uplink
TSs. One special node represents contention traffic using contention-based mechanisms as
EDCA and DCF.

WTTP Scheduler Algorithm
The scheduler visits each node of the list for a time called sojourn time and either schedules
T XOP or refrains from generating CAP according to the node TSs, (if the node represents
contention traffic). The nodes are inserted in the round robin list only if they actually have
traffic to be served:
• downlink TSs are added and removed whenever they become backlogged or idle;
• uplink TSs are added and removed if each QSTA piggybacks the backlog of its TSs
on outgoing data messages (standard IEEE 802.11e feature). However such nodes are
put back in the round robin list at least each minimum SI.
The token circulation is ruled by Target Token Revolution Time (TTRT), a protocol
parameter selected as reference round duration which corresponds to SI: its value is computed by the QAP according to the TSPEC values negotiated by the QSTAs during the
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admission control phase. The authors set the value of TTRT to half the smallest delay
bound, since the round robin duration is bounded by 2 · T T RT :
T T RT =

1
min{Di }.
2 i

This maximum limit makes the scheduler more conservative in terms of maximum delay
tolerable by the QSTAs, implying that some QSTAs can be polled more frequently than
necessary, increasing the system overhead.
The sojourn time is given by either one or both the following two components:
• synchronous bandwidth: a fixed time Hi computed as a percentage of TTRT and used
to transmit frames with HCCA rate-based guarantees
• asynchronous bandwidth: a variable and not reserved portion of TTRT used to transmit the remaining not guaranteed traffic.
In other words, each node i has a Hi >= 0 and a Token Rotation Timer (T RTi ), initially
set to TTRT, which counts down the time from the last server visit to obtain the maximum
fair share of asynchronous bandwidth that node i can exploit. When a node is served, the
asynchronous bandwidth is computed as follows:


 0
ai =

 min{T T RT − Hi , T RTi }

T RTi < 0,
T RTi ≥ 0.

In this way the asynchronous TSs are not reserved any capacity: they may transmit frames
only if the token arrives earlier than expected, i.e., before a TTRT time has elapsed from
the last token visit. The early arrival of the token usually occurs when the synchronous TSs
consumed less than the reserved capacity during the previous token revolution. The assignment of the sojour time, which is substantially T XOP , is different by other approaches. In
fact in the case of QoS traffic Hi is computed as a fixed fraction of TTRT: this means that
the time destined to the QoS TSs is not recomputed and, in case of unused resources, the
remaining time is not assigned to other QSTAs but to non-QoS traffic of the polled QSTA.
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Since the contention traffic is managed by the EDCA function this implies that the QSTA
has to change the medium access mode adopting the contention method and, when it has
exhausted the recovered time, it has to go back to HCCA. Obviously, this increases the
system overhead.

WTTP Admission Control
Since T T RT is the average inter-service time for a node and 2 · T T RT is an upper bound,
the admission control test for the WTTP algorithm is the following:
X

nodei

Hi + τ ≤ T T RT.

(3.3)

Therefore a node that has a synchronous bandwidth equal to Hi is in fact entitled to an
average rate equal to Hi /T T RT times the channel speed, and has a bounded medium
access time. The term τ is an overhead due to the time required to regain the control of
the medium and to start a new CAP after a DCF/EDCA phase.

3.2.4

HCCA-EDCA Mixed Mode Scheduling Algorithms

Very few works have considered the opportunity to enhance the HCCA QoS and real-time
support by taking advantage of the resources available for the EDCA function. Nonetheless
the IEEE 802.11e standard specifies three different access policies: HCCA, EDCA, and
HCCA-EDCA Mixed Mode (HEMM). In particular, the HEMM mode permits a QSTA to
jointly use the former MAC mechanisms. It is not adequately documented and to the best
of our knowledge, the related studies are focused on the models of the used channel capacity
and on the adjustment of the HCCA/EDCA ratio.
In [4] a model of the channel utilization is presented, considering both HCCA and EDCA
modes. It shows that incrementing the portion of HCCA increases the medium utilization of
large WLAN in saturation conditions and the determinism in the channel control. Instead
large EDCA networks are affected by growing collisions that degrade their performance.
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In [5] the efficient resource control for elastic traffic over EDCA and HCCA functions
is analyzed using an economic model that highlights how the CWmin parameter, the CSMA/CA scheme, and the RTS/CTS procedure affect channel congestion and throughput.
The optimal value of the HCCA-EDCA ratio is found by means of optimization techniques.
In [6] the Adaptively Tuned HCF (AT-HCF) algorithm is introduced. It dynamically
adapts and tunes the HCCA and the EDCA durations to the different type of traffic, until
they converge to the optimal values to improve the throughput of the overall system.
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Chapter 4
Proposed IEEE 802.11e HCCA Real-Time Scheduling
Algorithms
The IEEE 802.11e reference scheduler is compatible with the use of link adaptation and
respects a minimum set of performance requirements. In particular it assigns a fixed transmission opportunity to all the managed streams, every a constant common period. Several
studies that have evaluated the new standard through analytical techniques and simulation
[9, 10] had demonstrated that it improves the QoS support more specifically for CBR traffic
whereas it displays its limits for VBR traffic, since it assigns fixed transmission parameters
and it is not suitable for following the variability of this typology of traffic. Based on these
considerations, several works [13, 29, 14] have suggested alternative scheduling algorithms
to the reference one, in order to improve its QoS provisioning for VBR traffic, but they
do not consider specifically the real-time constraints. Real-time requirements, expressed in
terms of constraints about end-to-end delay, missed deadline and, in general, in terms of
temporal requirements, are an important issue for VBR applications whose time-varying
characteristics are a challenge when we want to guarantee service with quality.
In this chapter we illustrate three improved real-time HCCA scheduling algorithms. The
first two, Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler (WCBS) and Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler with Resource Reservation (WCBS-R) provide those streams that have been admitted
to use the HCCA function with rate-based guarantees. We propose a scheduling methodology which reserves a fraction of network bandwidth to each traffic stream, assigning a
suitable deadline to the served stream whenever the reserved time is consumed. Differently
from the reference scheduler, they are not based on periodic scheduling of fixed allocations
but dynamically manage the allocated capacity. Moreover the latter is made available for
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contention-based access when it is not used by the HCCA traffic streams. Thus they improve the VBR traffic streams scheduling using a dynamic resource management based not
on a dynamic re-computation of the scheduler parameters T XOP and SI but on dynamic
management of the allocated resources and of the polling times. Their performances are
compared with that of the reference scheduler and that of some of the main algorithms tailored for the real-time support over IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks, (RTH, WTTP, FHCF).
The analysis considers the performances in terms of the admission control, of the resource
utilization efficiency and ,finally, of the access delay.
The third proposed scheduler, Overboost, introduces a different approach for supporting
VBR traffic streams with QoS requirements. Our scheduler allows the network node to
use both the IEEE 802.11e MAC functions, HCCA and EDCA, for the transmission of the
same traffic stream, adopting the third access function stated by the standard, the HEMM
mode. Our scheduler achieves this by sending the traffic that exceeds the assigned HCCA
transmission time using the EDCA function, i.e., tries to boost the network performance.
For this reason we named the proposed local scheduler “Overboost”.

4.1

Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler

The Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler (WCBS) for HCCA [19, 11], suitable for serving soft
real-time applications, is derived from the basic ideas of the Constant Bandwidth Server
[30], a soft real-time scheduling algorithm for real-time operating systems. The original
algorithm is based on EDF and provides a mechanism to serve multimedia applications
with soft real-time constraints along with hard real-time applications served by hard realtime algorithms.
In WCBS, the basic idea is that WiFi networks handle traffic streams instead of tasks:
some of them require temporal guarantees, while others are just best effort traffic streams.
The nature of the wireless medium does not allow transmissions with hard real-time requirements, so here we do not need a different real-time algorithm for them, different to
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the operating systems. The best effort traffic is served during the contention phase, while
the traffic streams requiring QoS guarantees will be served during the contention-free phase
according to the HCCA protocol.

4.1.1

WCBS Static and Dynamic Parameters

WCBS uses some static and dynamic parameters to rule the transmitted packet scheduling.
The scheduler assigns to each TSi an ordered pair of static parameters:
Qi : the budget, i.e., the maximum transmission time which can be assigned during a
period;
Pi : the service interval of the TSi .
In particular, Qi is the maximum capacity, expressed in time units, that a stream i can
consume in its period Pi . These parameters are computed during the admission control
phase and their values are based on the TSPECi . They do not change during normal
conditions. The ratio Ui = Qi /Pi is denoted as the factor utilization of the stream, i.e., the
TSi bandwidth.
During the scheduling, each TSi is characterized by the following dynamic parameters,
which represent the actual stream status:
ci

: the current capacity, i.e., the remaining time that can be assigned to TSi during
the next T XOP ;

di

: the absolute deadline before the transmission time budget has to finish;

pi

: the next time an uplink TSi will be polled when it has no more data to transfer or
it has exhausted its T XOP ;

state : the current state of the stream can be one between transmitting, active, polling,
idle.
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The scheduling process marks each TS with a status according to its condition and its
parameters values. This state is used to determine the subsequent temporal evolution and
it can be:
transmitting if the TS is transmitting packets;
active in the case of downlink stream, if the TS is in the transmitting queue because it
has a packet to send and ci > 0. Moreover if it is an uplink stream it is the next TS
which will be polled;
idle if the TS is a downlink stream that has no packet to transmit or has exhausted its
capacity;
polling if the TS is an uplink stream and it is in the polling queue because it has packets
to send and ci > 0 but is still too early to be polled.
Note that only one stream at time can be in the transmitting state. Active streams are
scheduled by their deadline, that is dynamically updated as described in the following
sections.

4.1.2

WCBS Admission Control

The admission control test of WCBS is:
N
X
Qi
i=0

Pi

≤

T − TCP
T

(4.1)

where Pi is computed as the maximum SI and Qi is determined by means of a weighted
function f of Qmin and Qmax, which evaluates the minimum and maximum budget needed
to transmit during a period Ti , respectively, Nominal SDUs at the mean data rate and
Maximum SDUs at the peak date rate. Qmin and Qmax are expressed as:
Qmin




Λi · Ti
Ri · Pi
· tN , Qmax :=
· tN
:=
Li
M Li
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where Pi is the period, Ri is the mean data rate, Λi is the peak data rate, Li is the nominal
SDU size, M Li is the maximum SDU size for the ith TSPEC, and tN is the Nominal
transmission time computed as:
tN = tDAT A + tSIF S + tACK + tSIF S
= Li · ΓDAT A + hACK · ΓACK + 2 · tSIF S
4.1.3

.

WCBS Scheduling Algorithm

After the admission control phase, the temporal evolution of the scheduler is as follows (see
Fig.4.1).
1. For each new admitted T Si , at the beginning: ci = Qi , di = now+Pi , state = active,
where now is the current time.
2. Whenever a T Si is active its transmission request is enqueued in an EDF queue.
3. The streams are served in EDF order: the scheduler extracts the next T Si to serve
from the top of EDF queue, and it sets: T Si state to transmitting , T XOP = ci ,
then it decreases the capacity ci by the effective transmission time.
4. When a T Si finishes transmitting, the next pending transmission, if any remains, is
served using its current capacity and deadline.
5. When a T Si with ci < min capacity ∗ is served, if T Si is an uplink stream, its state
becomes polling , it is inserted in the polling queue, and the following quantities are
set: ci = Qi , di = di + Pi , pi = di . If its deadline is still expired, i.e., di < now,
then it is postponed to another period by now, i.e., di = now + Pi . In this way, using
this recharging mechanism, a T Si does not have to wait for a deadline expiration to
recharge its capacity and then it is ready earlier to transmit again.
∗

min capacity is the minimum capacity needed to transmit an SDU, and eventually CF-Poll for an uplink

T Si .
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TSi
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U + ui <= MaxU

No
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EDF_enqueue(TSi)
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No
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Yes

No
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Transmitting
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No
new data ?
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No
TSi .state = Idle

ci = Qi
di += Pi
pi = di
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TSi.dir ?

UL

TSi .state = Polling
POLL_enqueue(TSi)

Figure 4.1 : WCBS scheduling algorithm.
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6. A T Si remains in the polling state until pi ≤ now, then it is extracted from the
polling queue, it becomes active and it is inserted in EDF queue.
7. When an idle downlink T Si is served because it has new data to transmit, if ci ≥
(di − now)Ui the scheduler recharges the stream capacity to the maximum value,
ci = Qi , and it generates a new deadline by a period from now: ci = Qi , di = now +Pi .
Then it becomes active and it is inserted in EDF queue.
8. If there are no active streams a Contention Period is started.
The protocol parameters T XOP and SI are computed during the admission control in
order to allocate the necessary resources; moreover the computation considers the maximum values of the TSPEC parameters, with a conservative behavior that reserves resources
tailored for the maximum requirements in order to assure QoS. This means that in some
cases these resource will not be used, leaving room for improvements in the mechanism.
As previously introduced WCBS, differently from the other schedulers, does not recompute the protocol parameters to follow the traffic variability, but dynamically manages the
allocated resources. Conserving the unused resource until the deadline permits do not waste
the allocated budget but to re-use that until the current deadline is not exhausted. The
distinction into static and dynamic parameters allows to maintain information about the
allocated resource during the admission control and to take memory of the current used resources. Also the deadline postponing method manages the polling time when the capacity
is finished or when the TS has not streams to send. Thus it is the scheduling mechanism
itself that introduces the necessary flexibility, without recompute the parameters.
In the following WCBS is evaluated in comparison with some HCCA real-time algorithms, (FHCF, WTTP, and RTH, deeply described in the previous section), in order to
highlight the properties of the different solutions to the QoS provisioning.
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4.2

Analysis of the Scheduling Algorithms Properties

In this section we briefly analyze the selected algorithms from a theoretical and mathematical point of view. This general dissertation does not have the aim to provide a complete
analytical study but a theoretical validation of the performance evaluation which is the goal
of the present work. So we have chosen to highlight the temporal isolation property, which
assures a protection mechanism in the transmission, and the computational complexity,
which evaluates the mathematical efficiency of the selected algorithms.

4.2.1

Temporal Isolation

The use of the standard T XOP parameter in order to assign a maximum transmission time
to each admitted QSTA is the key in the provisioning of negotiated QoS levels. Moreover
this parameter is functional to ensure the temporal isolation property to the scheduling
algorithms.
In particular for WCBS the temporal isolation property is derived from the analogue
one of the Constant Bandwidth Server algorithm. The introduction of the budget for each
traffic stream provides a solution to execution overruns, which happen when a TS asks to
be transmitted more than expected, jeopardizing the temporal guarantees of other streams.
The budget assignment performs a bandwidth reservation: each stream is assigned a fixed
capacity, and when it requires additional time, its deadline is postponed, without occupying
the slot time assigned to other TS. Thus the algorithm protects the accorded transmission
time postponing the deadlines. In this case such streams might experience a delay, whereas
the guarantees assured for the other streams remain unaffected.
The same conclusions are valid for FHCF and RTH, that accurately compute T XOP .
Moreover, RTH considers the blocking time derived by the granularity of the TSs transmission that implies a minimum length of assured transmission duration, through the resource
reservation mechanism.
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From this point of view WTTP is more conservative. In fact its QoS T XOP s are fixed
and the unused bandwidth is recovered for the contention traffic. Thus, if a QSTA consumes
less than expected the non-QoS traffic will be sent, but this does not jeopardize the QoS
traffic that has been already sent.

4.2.2

Computational Complexity

The evaluation of the computational complexity of the considered algorithms highlights
their efficiency in terms of computational resource utilization.
WCBS can be split into two phases, each having a particular task and a related complexity. The first is the insertion of the admitted TS in the right place within the EDF queue,
following a deadline-based order: the operation of inserting an element into an ordered
queue of n elements, the n admitted streams, has a complexity O(log n). Furthermore,
if we consider the worst case where n TSs are admitted at the same time, the complexity
grows to O(n · log n). The second phase, which involves the extraction of the stream from
the queue, has a complexity of O(1).
In RTH the admission control test has an O(n) computational complexity. Admitted
TSs are scheduled following the timetable computation based on EDF-order of periods Ti ,
for i = 1..n. Its computational complexity is due to the selection of the TS to be transmitted
between that with unfulfilled capacity, so it is equal to O(n) in function of number n of
admitted TSs. Instead the computational complexity of the online scheduler activity is
O(1) in terms of the number of QSTAs.
The same considerations can be applied to the reference and FHCF schedulers. In
fact, after the admission control test, which is the same for both, and the computation of
the transmission parameters they do not apply any particular algorithm in the polling list
sorting but accept that which is performed during the negotiation phase and expressed in
terms of QoS requirements. Since the sorting algorithm is not specified, we can infer that it
can be characterized, in general, by an O(n) complexity due to the comparison of requested
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QoS levels, while the extraction of an element from the polling list has an O(1) complexity.
The WTTP computational complexity is bounded by the algorithm which enforces the
polling order. In fact the Timed Token Protocol manages the token circulation between
the nodes imposing the sequence of polled QSTAs. So the QAP does not have to perform
any other selection or ordination activity. The simplicity gives a O(1) complexity. This is
the drawback between the adoption of a simple solution with a predetermined ordination
algorithm, which limits its computational complexity, and the lack in the flexibility.

4.3

Performance Analysis

In this section we present a performance evaluation obtained through simulation of the
chosen five schedulers (reference, FHCF, WTTP, and RTH) tailored for the real-time guarantees support over IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks. We first describe the simulation settings
and the used traffic model. Then we discuss the results about admission control analysis,
the null rate experienced over the medium, the unreserved capacity available for contention
traffic (resource utilization efficiency) and the mean access delay.
As shown by the obtained results an optimal algorithm suitable to meet all the different
requirements as a unique solution does not exist. In fact each requirement involves different
parameters sometimes in opposition. Tuning some of them to obtain the desired scheduler
behavior from a particular point of view as specified by particular values of network parameters can imply the degradation of other performance. Therefore the choice of the global
optimal scheduler is bounded by the drawback of opposite trends of the parameters and is
obtained through the use of a specific algorithm tailored for the desired behavior.

4.3.1

Simulation Settings

We used the physical layer parameters specified by the High Rate Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (HR-DSSS) (Table 4.5).
MAC level fragmentation, multirate support, RTS/CTS protection mechanism are dis-
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Table 4.1 : MAC/PHY simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

SIFS

10 µs

PHY header

PIFS

30 µs

Data rate

11 M b/s

DIFS

50 µs

Basic rate

1 M b/s

SlotTime

20 µs

Bit error rate

0 b/s

192 µs

abled and we assume that all nodes can directly communicate with each other, without the
hidden node problem. We use the HCCA implementation described in [31] for the ns-2
network simulator [32], as a framework to implement the proposed algorithm.
The analysis has been carried out using the method of independent replications. Specifically we ran independent replications of 600 seconds each with 100 seconds warm-up periods
until the 95% confidence interval is reached for each performance measure. Confidence intervals are not drawn whenever negligible.

4.3.2

Traffic Model

We use two types of uplink (UL) traffic streams requiring QoS guarantees: VoIP and video.
The VoIP traffic is simulated using a VoIP generator module for ns-2 described in [33].
The VoIP streams of packets are modeled as an ON/OFF source: during the ON (talkspurt) periods the traffic is CBR with parameters that depend on the encoding scheme;
during the OFF (silence) periods no packets are generated. Talkspurt and silence periods
are distributed according to the Weibull distribution [34] that models a one-to-one conversation: λON =1.423s, kON =0.824s, λOF F =0.899s, kOF F =1.089s (which yields E[ON ]=1.58s,
E[OF F ]=0.87s). The employed encoding schemes are G.711, G.723.1 and G.729A [35] with
the parameters as shown in Table 4.7. For both encoding schemes we set the TSPEC delay
bound to the packet interarrival time (period) and the mean data rate to the peak rate
during talkspurts.
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Table 4.2 : VoIP encoding schemes
Codec
Frame size (s)
Period (s)
Sample per packet
Payload size (B)

G711

G723.1

G729A

80

30

10

0.02

0.0455

0.02

2

1

2

160

30

20

40

40

40

200

70

60

80000

12320

24000

IP/UDP/RTP
Header size (B)
SDU size (B)
Data rate (b/s)

The video stream traffic is generated using pre-encoded MPEG4 trace files from the
Internet archive of traces [36]. An MPEG4 encoder produces streams of variable size frames
at fixed intervals [37]. They are chosen to represent a videconference session (LectureHQReisslein trace file) and a video streamed over the network (Jurassic Park High Quality
trace file). The TSPEC parameters are shown in table 4.8.

Table 4.3 : Traffic parameters for video streams
video stream

VideoConf.

VideoStr.

Mean frame size (B)

660

3800

11386

16745

0.033333

0.040

Mean data rate (b/s)

157712

770000

Peak data rate (b/s)

2732640

3300000

Max frame size (B)
Period (s)

Best effort data traffic is transmitted using legacy DCF. Stations with data traffic operate in asymptotic conditions, i.e., they always have a frame to transmit. The packet length
of data traffic is constant and equal to 1500 bytes.
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4.3.3

Admission Control Analysis

We evaluated the number of admitted stations using the considered schedulers under different scenarios: CBR traffic only, VBR traffic only and mixed traffic. This approach shows
the schedulers behavior under different traffic conditions. An analytical comparison of the
different admission control formulas confirms and explains the simulation results.

Admission Control analysis through simulation
Fig. 4.2 shows the number of admitted G.729A TSs as a function of admitted G.711 streams.

Number of G.729A VoIP UL streams
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Figure 4.2 : Admission Control: number of admitted VoIP G.729A vs. G.711 UL TSs.

Since they are CBR TSs and their codecs have the same SI, the number of admitted
TSs is substantially similar for each scheduler except for WTTP which underutilizes the
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Number of G.723.1 VoIP UL streams
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Figure 4.3 : Admission Control: number of admitted VoIP G.723.1 vs. G.711 UL TSs.

medium. The poor performance of WTTP is due to the fact that, as explained previously,
in the case of QoS traffic the sojour time Hi is computed as a fixed fraction of TTRT and the
unused resources are destined to the non-QoS traffic of the polled QSTA. This simulation
shows that the considered schedulers, except WTTP, behave similarly in the case of CBR
traffic.
In Fig. 4.3 we analyze the number of admitted G.723.1 TSs as a function of admitted
G.711 streams.
Since G.723.1 can have two different rates, here we show that the reference scheduler
and FHCF perform worse. This is due to the codecs having different periods (20 ms and
45.5 ms for G.711 and G.723.1, respectively) while these schedulers poll all stations at the
smallest interarrival period (thus 20ms). This is often more than needed and the computed
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T XOP for TSs is overestimated. RTH and WCBS have better performance because they
are derived by EDF so they allow a more precise estimation of the needed computation
time for variable traffic. They assign different SI and T XOP for each TSs. The WTTP
admission control performs even worse than the reference scheduler because it takes into
account only an a priori evaluation of the lowest Delay Bound of considered TSs. Such a
parameter is the most strict requirement with respect to the other admission control tests.
This simulation highlights that the reference scheduler lacks in the flexibility required for
the variable traffic.
Finally, Fig. 4.4 shows the number of admitted TSs under different scenarios involving
two different kinds of VBR streams, the videoconference and the videostreaming, as a
function of the number of admitted VoIP G.711 and G.729A TSs.
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Figure 4.4 : Admission Control: number of G.711 and G723.1 vs. VC and VS UL TSs.
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These TSs have four different periods: 33ms, 40ms, 20ms and 45.5ms. In this scenario
the schedulers able to deal with such different TSPECs are winning. In fact WCBS and
RTH perform better than the others, and in particular WCBS admits more TSs because
it computes a smaller T XOP and is able to recover the unused bandwidth with more
flexibility. On the other hand, the reference scheduler cannot efficiently manage TSs with
different TSPECs, because it polls TSs with different periods with the same SI, thus more
frequently than needed, setting the scheduling duration to the smallest TS period and
assigning an overestimated T XOP to the TSs. Similarly, WTTP performs even worse
because of its pessimistic admission control test.

Admission control theoretical analysis
To make an analytical evaluation of the different admission control tests, now we put their
equations in the same form and use the same notation:
k

TCP X T XOPi
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+
≤1
T
SI
i=0
k
X

T XOPi
≤1
SI
i=0
P
Hi + τ
α
+ nodei
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T T RT
T T RT
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RT H :
+
+
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T
Ti
Tj
F HCF :

TCP
+
T

(4.2)

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

j≤i

k

TCP X T XOPi
W CBS :
+
≤1
T
Ti

(4.6)

i=0

where TXOPi comprises the tP i polling time for uplink streams and the RTH admission
control test takes into account the contention period. Note that:
• eq. 4.2 and eq. 4.3 are the same by definition;
• eq. 4.4 is composed of one term representing the asynchronous traffic and one term
representing the synchronous traffic. If we set α so that α/T T RT = TCP /T , we have
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to compare only the second term which represents the HCCA portion of the traffic.
Because T T RT =

1
2

mini {Di } and, in general, SI is chosen to not make mini {Di }

expired, we can approximate as T T RT =

1
2

· SI. Since this quantity is smaller than

SI, the ratio of WTTP is greater than the ratio of the reference scheduler, so the
index of the sum can reach a smaller value, admitting less QSTAs;
• eq. 4.5 and eq. 4.6 differ only for the term Bi /Ti which takes into account the critical
section involved in SRP and has a small value because usually Ti ≫ Bi : for this reason
WCBS and RTH always admit almost the same number of TSs;
• eq. 4.6 differs from eq. 4.2 only by the second term; because in general Ti ≥ SI so the
ratio T XOPi /Ti ≤ T XOPi /SI and therefore the index of the sum can reach a higher
value.

4.3.4

Efficiency Analysis

This section is dedicated to analyze the schedulers efficiency under different scenarios. The
scheduler efficiency is evaluated as a measure of how well it utilizes the network resources.
Such evaluation is done through the analysis of the null rate and the polling interval experienced during the polling of the QSTAs and considering the throughput left to DCF and
EDCF TSs.
The null rate is defined as the number of Null frames received by the QAP after it has
sent a CF-Poll frame: this happens when a QSTA has no messages to transmit. Evaluating
the null rate, we can check if the polling time computation is suitable for the considered
traffic or that the QAP is polling QSTAs more frequently than necessary, increasing the
system overhead.
We consider a scenario with four VoIP G.711 uplink TSs and four VoIP G.723.1 uplink
TSs. In Fig. 4.5 we show the null rate value for the analyzed schedulers. With G.711
TSs the null rate is almost the same for the reference, RTH and WCBS because they have
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Figure 4.5 : Null rate of UL VoIP TSs.

the same SI and the same computed T XOP and this type of traffic does not need more
scheduling flexibility. The null rate is higher for FHCF and WTTP, because both of them
try to empty the queue node polling more aggressively. With G.723.1 TSs the reference,
WTTP and FHCF schedulers show a higher null rate because they use the shortest polling
period of 20 ms instead of 45.5 ms. WCBS and RTH poll TSs only at their packet arrival, so
their polling mechanism is more efficient. In particular, FHCF performs worse with respect
to the other schedulers since it adapts T XOP to the traffic variations but maintains the
same SI. This means that even if the scheduler exhausts the queued packet until the next
SI, which is a good choice, it polls the QSTA when it does not have any packet to send.
Note that Null messages are only due to the silence periods, and they are unavoidable.
In fig. 4.6 we show the polling intervals for a scenario with a mix of VoIP and videocon-
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ference TSs. The reference and the FHCF schedulers compute the same polling interval,
even if there are TSs with different interarrival time. Instead WCBS and RTH calculate
two different values which allow polling QSTAs when they have messages to send. The
particular behavior of WTTP is due to the fact that it initially computes for the considered
QSTA a fixed polling interval T T RTi equal to TTRT, and only during the transmission
does it try to follow the traffic variability by changing this value. But this adaptation is
performed slowly as shown in the figure, due to its poor reactivity. This simulation high-
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Figure 4.6 : Poll interval of mix of VoIP and videoconference UL TSs.

lights the scheduling efficiency in adapting or not adapting the SI parameter to the traffic
variability. The choice of the polling interval affects also the system overhead.
Now we analyze the unreserved capacity that the schedulers leave for contention-based
traffic, scheduled by DCF or EDCF functions.
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In fig. 4.7 we show the unreserved (E)DCF capacity as a function of the increasing

Unreserved (E)DCF Capacity Throughput (bps)

number of QSTAs with VoIP and VBR traffic. Obviously, as the number of QSTAs increases
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Figure 4.7 : Unreserved DCF capacity throughput with VoIP and VBR traffic.

the capacity left for the best effort traffic becomes poor since the available resources are used
to serve the QoS traffic. Therefore the schedulers present different levels of efficiency. The
reference and WTTP schedulers perform worse since the QSTAs T XOP s (Hi for WTTP)
are fixed. In particular WTTP computes T XOP and SI considering an a priori evaluation
of the lowest Delay Bound, as mentioned in the admission control analysis, so its admission
control is more stringent, the resource management is less efficient and the system overhead
is higher. These factors impact in the poor resources left to non-QSTAs. FHCF, which
adapts T XOP s to the traffic variability considering the transmission queues length, shows
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a better behavior. It efficiently manages the available resources, leaving more capacity to
the best effort traffic. The flexibility of RTH and WCBS in the T XOP and SI computation
allows a more efficient admission control and less polling overhead that is why they show the
best performance, managing efficiently the available QoS capacity leaving more resources
for non-QSTAs.
It is interesting to analyze the schedulers behavior with or without ideal channel conditions. Thus we considered the presence of a uniform channel error. In fig. 4.8 we compare
the unreserved (E)DCF capacity throughput when there are 10 QSTAs transmitting using VoIP codec G.729A. As expected, the schedulers performance decreases. In fact all
the considered schedulers do not implement any error recovery strategy, and the computed
T XOP s, even if they are different for the various TSs, are not recomputed after the admission control and negotiation phase. Thus the schedulers are not able to recover the channel
error. In particular, only WTTP has a minor loss in the unreserved capacity since it polls
the QSTAs more aggressively, “compensating” the non-ideal conditions due to the channel
error. So the QSTAs are able to react to the losses by taking advantage of the more frequent
polling to retransmit the corrupted packets.
Finally, we consider the QSTAs throughput with the different schedulers. Fig. 4.9
shows the throughput of the last admitted QSTA when there are 10 admitted stations
with G.729A traffic, in the presence or the absence of channel errors. Since this is not a
saturation condition and the traffic is CBR, the QSTA has almost the same throughput
with the different schedulers. In fact we know that they perform similarly in case of CBR
traffic. Only WTTP exhibits lower performance due to the more frequent polling. When
introducing the uniform channel error, as inferred from fig. 4.8, the QSTA experiences a drop
in the throughput. The behavior of one single QSTA highlights the previous considerations
about the schedulers, that are missing an error recovery policy.
Since the schedulers do not implement any error compensation mechanism it is not
meaningful to analyze their behavior with non-homogeneous channel error. In fact as with
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Figure 4.8 : Unreserved (E)DCF capacity throughput without or with error rate.

uniform error the performance drops down, we can easily induce that the inhomogeneity
in the channel conditions impacts severely in the schedulers activity. Furthermore, no
particular scheduler is suitable to avoid this effect.

4.3.5

Delay Analysis

In this section we investigate the access delay defined as the time elapsed from the packet
reaching the MAC layer to that of the packet being successfully acknowledged.
Fig. 4.10 shows that, in the case of CBR traffic like that produced by G.729A codec, all
the analyzed schedulers have almost the same mean delay, as expected. The only exception
is WTTP: the lower polling interval assigns the QSTAs a sooner opportunity to transmit
the TSs, reducing the experienced delay. Note that the delay value is reported only for
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Figure 4.9 : Throughput with VoIP G.729A TS without or with uniform error rate.

admitted QSTA. Looking at the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the access
delay shown in fig. 4.11, we have a clear confirmation that the results about the mean delay
are correct. Even this analysis shows that WTTP has higher probability to experience a
smaller value of access delay while the others perform almost with the same probability for
the same values with a little advantage for the reference scheduler.
In Fig. 4.12 we consider a scenario with an increasing number of upload videoconference TSs. We note that the EDF-based schedulers produce a mean delay greater than the
others. In fact the EDF algorithm executes a new sorting for each CAP phase, while the
other schedulers maintain a fixed order of TSs. WCBS performs even worse because it
also postpones the current deadline when there is not enough capacity to transmit. This
motivates its shown high variability in the mean delay too. The reference and FHCF sched-
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Figure 4.10 : Mean delay of G.729A uplink TSs.

ulers perform similarly because FHCF changes only the T XOP parameter while keeping
SI fixed. WTTP has a better behavior since it assigns the TTRT, corresponding to SI,
a value smaller than the minimum tolerable delay, ensuring that all the QSTAs respect
their timing requirements. So WTTP is more conservative in minimizing the experienced
delay at the cost of an increased system overhead, due to the reduced polling interval, as
we explained in the previous section.
Observing in Fig. 4.13 the CDF of the access delay experienced by a QSTA in the same
scenario, when 8 QSTAs are transmitting we see that both RTH and WCBS cause the VBR
traffic to have a lower probability keeping low access delay than the other schedulers. FHCF
and WTTP are the best for this kind of traffic.
Now we want to take into account how the access delay changes in the presence of a
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Figure 4.11 : CDF of access delay of 8 QSTAs transmitting VoIP G.729A TSs.

uniform error rate over the wireless channel. In this scenario every message has a probability
of 0.25 to be lost.
In fig. 4.14 the mean access delay experienced by each scheduler under this scenario is
shown. Note that now every scheduler is affected by the loss of messages. While in fig. 4.12
the mean values span the range from 0.01 s to 0.06 s, now this range is increases to span the
interval from 0.02 s to 0.25 s. In particular WCBS and RTH mean access delays increase
more than 3 times: this is greater than the Delay Bound admitted for that TSPEC. In such
a case the message will be discarded by the receiving client. Only FCHF and WTTP still
have an acceptable value, even if it is increased.
The effect produced by the uniform error rate on the access delay is visible even if we
look at its cumulative distribution function shown in fig. 4.15. Comparing this figure with
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Figure 4.12 : Mean delay of VC uplink TSs.

fig. 4.13 we note that the slope of each probability curve is decreased, meaning that every
scheduler has less probability to keep the access delay under a specific value.
As explained in the throughput analysis, since the evaluated schedulers do not use any
type of error recovery, the channel error directly impacts the experienced performance,
without any reaction by the schedulers. All the schedulers show very poor performance
with a considerable increase in the mean delay. The distinctions between the different
algorithms are the same as in the case of no error. Thus FHCF and WTTP perform better,
whereas the poor ones are the EDF-based, RTH and WCBS. In particular the latter shows
the same high variability than in the ideal conditions, due to the postponed deadlines.
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Figure 4.13 : CDF of access delay of 8 QSTAs transmitting VC TSs.

4.3.6

Conclusions: guidelines in the choice of the scheduling algorithm

Five different schedulers for HCCA IEEE 802.11e networks, namely, reference scheduler,
FHCF, WTTP, RTH and WCBS are compared. We have described their parameters, admission control tests, and their temporal evolution.
In order to evaluate how suitable they are to support traffic streams requiring soft
real-time guarantees, their characteristics have been analyzed. In particular the admission
control phase has been tested under different scenarios both analytically and through simulation. Then the efficient use of the medium has been studied considering the null rate
and the polling interval produced with mixed traffic streams. The results have been confirmed by evaluating the unreserved capacity available for contention-based traffic. While
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Figure 4.14 : Mean delay of VC uplink TSs in the presence of uniform error rate.

the admission control and the efficiency tests have shown that EDF-based schedulers perform better than the others, the delay analysis with VBR scenarios has illustrated that
RTH and WCBS result in greater access delays. The drawback of the reference, FHCF
and WTTP schedulers is essentially due to restrictive admission control test, fixed SI, and
overestimated T XOP .
There is not a clear winning strategy among the five proposed schedulers: the scheduler for HCCA function has to be chosen according to the scenario. However EDF-based
algorithms such as RTH and WCBS seem to be more suitable when applications require
temporal guarantees. In particular, WCBS has a simpler design, lower computational complexity, slightly better efficiency than RTH, and it has the feature to postpone the deadlines
if required: the increased delay experienced by the TS transmission could be easily reduced
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Figure 4.15 : CDF of access delay of 8 QSTAs transmitting VC TS with uniform error rate.

using part of EDCA function to transmit further messages or by inserting WCBS in a more
general hierarchical scheduler for different traffic types.
Summarizing the obtained results we can extract some guidelines useful in the choice
of the scheduler tailored for a particular scenario of interest. In table 4.4 the behavior of
the analyzed schedulers is classified, with respect to different parameters, in four levels of
goodness (–,-,+,++). We consider the performance of the algorithms in terms of computational complexity (O()), admission control quality(AC), efficiency and overhead (Eff./Ov.),
type of traffic: CBR, mixed of CBR (M-CBR), VBR, mixed traffic (MIX) , and finally in
terms of reactivity to non-ideal channel conditions (Ch.Err).
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Table 4.4 : Guidelines for choosing the right scheduler.

4.4
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–
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+
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–
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Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler with Resource Reservation

In this section a further scheduling algorithm for providing Quality of Service (QoS) in
IEEE 802.11e network using the HCCA function is presented. The scheduler support Quality of Service guarantees for streams with soft real-time temporal requirements typical of
multimedia applications which present variable bit rate traffic through the use of a capacitybased mechanism enforced by Earliest Deadline First algorithm and Stack Resource Policy
(SRP) [27].
The WCBS algorithm was modified to suit the needs of wireless traffic and named
Wireless Capacity-Based Scheduler with Resource Reservation (WCBS-R), [38].
We propose a soft real-time scheduling methodology providing a bandwidth reservation
strategy which reserves a fraction of network capacity to each traffic streams, assigning a
suitable deadline to the served stream whenever the reserved time is consumed. Differently
from the reference scheduler, the proposed algorithm is not based on periodic scheduling of
fixed allocations but it manages dynamically the allocated capacity. In this way the unreserved capacity to the HCCA streams is made available for contention based access, like the
original scheduler, WCBS. The differences between WCBS are in the use of Stack Resource
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Policy to manage the access to common resources. The adoption of SRP allows to consider
the non-preemtability of the frame transmission that cannot be interrupted, introducing the
concept of critical section in the context of wireless communication protocols. This impacts
on the admission control that has to take into account critical sections and blocking times,
as it will be explained in the following.
As described in the previous chapter, WCBS schedules soft real-time tasks/streams
assigning each of them, for each period, a budget, i.e. a fraction of the total execution time
available for such kind of tasks, and a deadline. The tasks have to be executed before the
corresponding deadlines expire. If the capacity available at the task activation is not enough
for completing the considered task, the deadline is postponed and the capacity is recharged
to the maximum budget value, allowing other tasks to be executed. The admitted tasks set
is served following the EDF deadlines scheduling.

4.4.1

Algorithm description

We describe the algorithm showing first its parameters, then its temporal evolution.

Parameters
The scheduler assigns to each transmission stream T S i an ordered pair of static parameters:
Qi which is the budget, i.e. the maximum transmission time which can be assigned during
a period;
Pi which is the service interval of the T Si .
In particular, Qi is the maximum capacity, expressed in time units, that a stream i can
consume in its period Pi . These parameters are computed during the admission control
phase and their values are based on the T SP ECi . They do not change during normal
conditions. The ratio Ui = Qi /Pi is denoted as the factor utilization of the stream i.e. the
T Si bandwidth.
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During the scheduling, each T Si is characterized by the following dynamic parameters:
ci which is the current capacity, i.e. the remaining time that can be assigned to T Si during
the next T XOP ;
di which is the absolute deadline before the budget transmission time has to finish;
pi which is the next time an uplink T Si will be polled when it has no more data to transfer
or it has exhausted its TXOP;
state which is the current state of the stream and it can be one of the following: transmitting, active, polling, idle.
These parameters represents the actual stream status.
A stream can assume one of the following state:
transmitting it is transmitting;
active it is in the transmitting queue because it has frames to send and ci > 0, if it is an
uplink stream it is the next stream which will be polled;
idle a downlink stream is idle because it has no messages to transmit or has exhausted its
capacity.
polling an uplink stream is in the polling queue because it has messages to send and ci > 0
but is still too early to be polled;
Only one stream at time can be in the transmitting state.
Temporal evolution
The temporal evolution of the scheduler is as follows. It is similar to that of the original
WCBS algorithm, that WCBS-R is derived from, and it is reported for completeness reason.
However the use of SRP differentiates the two algorithms, introducing a mechanism to
protect critical sections from the insertion of transmissions of streams with low priority.
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1. When a QSTA asks the QAP the right to transmit a T Si , the scheduler computes Qi
and Pi according to the TSPEC parameters then it performs the Admission Control
phase to check if that can be admitted with its service requirements, maintaining the
service levels accorded to the other streams. If a stream cannot be admitted QSTA
is notified of insufficient available capacity, otherwise the scheduler updates the total
used bandwidth and allocate data structures to perform TS scheduling.
The pseudocode for this operation is shown in Listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1: Admission Control
b o o l admit ( t s p e c t s ) {
Pi = t s . max SI ;
Qi = c a l c b u d g e t ( t s ) ;
u = Qi/ Pi ;
i f ( ( u + u s ed b an d w id th )
> MAX BANDWIDTH)
return f a l s e ;
u s ed b an d w id th += u ;
stream s = a l l o c s t r e a m ( t s ) ;
return true ;
}

2. For each new admitted T Si , at the beginning:

ci = Qi , di = now + Pi , state = ACT IV E
where now is the current time.

(4.7)
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3. Whenever a T Si is active its transmission request is enqueued in a EDF queue.
4. The streams are served in EDF order: the scheduler extracts the next T Si to serve
from the top of EDF queue, and it set:
• T Si state to transmitting ,
• T XOP = ci ,
• then it decreases the capacity ci by the effective transmission time.
5. When a T Si finishes to transmit, the next pending transmission, if any, is served
using its current capacity and deadline. If there are no pending transmissions, the
CAP phase is ended and a new CP is started.
6. When a T Si with ci < min capacity † is served, if T Si is an uplink stream, its state
becomes polling , it is inserted in the polling queue, and the following parameters are
set:

ci = Qi , di = di + Pi , pi = di

(4.8)

If its deadline is still expired (i.e., di < now), then it is postponed by another period
by now (i.e., di = now + Pi ). In this way, using this recharging mechanism, a T Si
has not to wait for a deadline expiration to recharge its capacity and then it is ready
earlier to transmit again.
7. A T Si remains in the polling state until pi ≤ now, then it is extracted from the
polling queue, it becomes active and it is inserted in EDF queue.
†

min capacity is the minimum capacity needed to transmit an SDU, and eventually CF-Poll for an uplink

T Si .
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8. When an idle downlink T Si is served because it has new messages to transmit, if
ci ≥ (di − now)Ui the scheduler recharges the stream capacity to the maximum value,
ci = Qi , and it generates a new deadline by a period from now:

ci = Qi , di = now + Pi

(4.9)

Then it becomes active and it is inserted in EDF queue.
9. Whenever a served stream T Si tries to access a critical section, if ci < ξi (where ξi
is the duration of the longest critical section of T Si such that ξi < Qi ), eq. 4.8 is
applied.
10. If there are no active streams a Contention Period is started.
From a frame point of view:
1. When a frame arrives, the QAP has to check if its associated stream T Si was already
active. If it was not, it has to check if the remaining ci can be given to the stream
without exceeding the ui utilization of the medium, otherwise it has to postpone the
deadline of the stream, replenishing its capacity. The pseudocode for that operation
is shown in Listing 4.2.
2. When the HCCA protocol is in the CAP phase and the QAP has data to transmit,
the scheduler has to chose the next message to send. It first updates the status of
the stream being served, changing its capacity as needed, and updating its deadline if
necessary. Then it checks if there are polling streams that can be added to the active
list (i.e., their pi is passed,) changing their state and re-queueing them if necessary.
It then re-queues the active stream if it has switched to a polling or idle state or if it
is no more the one with the earliest deadline, selecting the next task in EDF order.
If there are no active streams a CP is started. If the selected i stream is an uplink
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Listing 4.2: Packet Enqueue
v o i d enqueue ( p a c k e t pkt , stream s ){
i f ( i s i d l e ( s )) {
i f ( s . d < now ( ) | |
s . c > ( s . d − now ( ) ) ∗ s . u ) {
d=now + P ;
c=Q;
}
p kt en qu eu e ( s , pkt ) ;
edf enqueue ( s ) ;
}
}

one the corresponding station is given a T XOP of ci , otherwise the message to send
is extracted from the QAP queues. The pseudocode for that operation is shown in
Listing 4.3.

Stack Resource Policy
In order to update the scheduling algorithm we adopt some concepts of (SRP) protocol [ref ]
which manages the access to a shared resource bounding the priority inversion phenomenon.
SRP schedules each task performing a double test, one on the priority level and one on
the preemption level. Each task is assigned a priority level which indicates the execution
urgency. In the context of dynamic priority task, the priority is assigned on a EDF basis
and it is inversely proportional to the relative deadline di . Moreover, it is assigned a
static preemption level which establishes that a task can preempt another task only if its
preemption level is greater. Furthermore it introduces the resource ceiling as the maximum
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Listing 4.3: Packet Dequeue
p a c k e t dequeue ( )
{
te capacity ( current ) ;
activate polling streams ( );
i f ( i s p o l l i n g ( current ))
poll enqueue ( current ) ;
i f ( edf preempted ( cu rren t ) )
edf enqueue ( current ) ;
i f ( ! current | | ! i s a c t i v e ( current )
| | ! e d f f i r s t ( current ))
current = edf dequeue ( ) ;
i f ( ! current )
return n i l ;
i f ( is u p lin k ( current ))
return a l l o c p o l l p k t ( s . capacity ) ;
pkt = p kt d equ eu e ( c u r r e n t ) ;
i f ( ! more packets ( cu r r en t ) )
c u r r e n t . s t a t e = IDLE ;
r e t u r n pkt ;
}
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preemption level of the tasks which can block on the considered resource when that is
not sufficient and the system ceiling, defined as the maximum resource ceiling. So, a task
is allowed to start executing when its priority is the highest among the active tasks and its
preemption level is greater than the system ceiling . This assures that a task is never blocked
until completion because it has the required resources, as verified through the preemption
test, and that it can be only preempted. Moreover, the protocol allows to compute the
maximum blocking time as the longest critical sections where it can be blocked, i.e. as
the maximum worst case execution time of the blocking task. This value is used in the
feasibility condition.
We adopt some concepts of the SRP algorithm, useful for taking into account the blocking time for each stream in the admission control, whereas other concepts are not useful/applicable. We use and adapt only the concept of ”priority”, related to the scheduling order
of the streams, translated in the correct insertion in the transmission queue, as explained
in the following.
In fact, the assignment of the absolute deadline di to the stream, used for the EDF-based
scheduling, attributes the stream a priority in the access to the medium.

Di = di − ri

(4.10)

where ri is the arrival time, i.e. the insertion of the stream in the transmission queue,
indicates the ”service urgency” of the stream. In our algorithm this requirement is derived
for the delay parameter which is used for the computation of T XOP and SI for the stream
i, whereas the priority level is related only to the absolute deadline di . In the same manner
the concept of resource ceiling related to multi-unit resource is not used because the wireless
medium is composed by an unique unit and the budget is a dynamic variable so it is not
possible define a static ceiling for the medium. Obviously, the system ceiling, defined as the
maximum resource ceiling is not employed. In this manner we perform only the priority
test.
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We use SRP when the stream has to be inserted in the polling queue, instant which
corresponds to the “arrival time”. This event can implies a reorganization of the queue,
based on EDF order of the deadlines, due to the its deadline. In this moment it is possible
that the arriving stream is inserted in the first position in the polling queue but a lower
priority stream is transmitting, which has be polled in the order previous this new arrival.
This the unique moment when a stream can be blocked by a stream with lower priority
already transmitting. The blocking time is equal to the budget assigned to the transmitting
stream. The forwarding blocking is not possible, because a stream is blocked only when it
tries to access to the shared resource.

Properties
• The fact that a stream can be blocked only in one critical section can be expressed as
a property of our specific algorithm.
• By means of the queuing in the polling queue, each stream cannot be preempted
by other streams because the unique considered level is the priority which is used
in the correct insertion of the stream in the polling queue, so done that the stream
requirement can be respected.
• The temporal isolation of CBS referred to hard real-time tasks, can be adapted to a
system composed only by soft real-time tasks, assuring that a task cannot damage
the requirements assured to other tasks, isolating the effects of tasks overloads.

4.4.2

Performance analysis

In this section we evaluate trough simulation the performance of the proposed algorithm
with respect to the reference scheduler in terms of admission control limits of HCCA traffic
and of the channel capacity left for traffic streams via contention-based access functions.
We first describe the simulation settings and the used traffic model. Then we discuss the
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results aboutadmission control analysis, null rate experienced over the medium, unreserved
capacity available for contention traffic and mean access delay. The resource utilization and
the scheduling overhead are discussed also through simulation analysis, showing that the
proposed scheduler performs better than the reference one, in terms of capacity available
for legacy DCF contention-based access.

4.4.3

Simulation settings

We used the physical layer parameters specified by the High Rate Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (HR-DSSS) (Table 4.5). MAC level fragmentation, multirate support, RTS/CTS
protection mechanism are disabled and we assume that all nodes can directly communicate
with each other, without the hidden node problem.

Table 4.5 : MAC/PHY simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

SIFS

10 µs

PIFS

30 µs

DIFS

50 µs

SlotTime

20 µs

PHY header

192 µs

Data rate

11 M b/s

Basic rate

1 M b/s

Bit error rate

0 b/s

We use the HCCA implementation described in [31] for ns-2 network simulator, as a
framework to implement the proposed algorithm. The analysis has been carried out using
the method of independent replications. Specifically we ran independent replications of 600
seconds each with 100 seconds warm-up period until the 95% confidence interval is reached
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for each performance measure.

4.4.4

Traffic model

We use two types of bidirectional traffic streams requiring QoS guarantees: VoIP and video.
The VoIP traffic is simulated using a VoIP generator module for ns-2 described in [33]. The
VoIP stream of packets are modeled as an ON/OFF source: during the ON (talkspurt)
periods the traffic is CBR with parameters that depend on the encoding scheme; during
the OFF (silence) periods no packets are generated. Talkspurt and silence periods are
distributed according to the Weibull distributions [34] so to model four different type of
conversations, as reported in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 : Voice Activity Detection models for VoIP traffic flows
Type

M2M

M2O

O2M

O2O

λON s

2.184

3.342

23.952

1.423

kON

0.435

0.732

1.278

0.824

λOF F s

3.093

44.267

3.941

0.899

kOF F

0.455

0.432

0.820

1.089

E[ON] s

5.86

4.06

22.2

1.58

E[OFF] s

7.47

120.4

4.39

0.87

The encoding schemes we employ are G.711 and G.723.1 with the parameters as shown
in Table 4.7.
For both encoding schemes we set the TSPEC delay bound to the message interarrival
time (period) and the mean data rate to the peak rate during talkspurts.
The video stream traffic is generated using a pre-encoded MPEG4 trace file from the
Internet archive of traces [36]. MPEG4 encoder produces streams of variable size frames at
fixed intervals [37]. The TSPEC parameters of this traffic are shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.7 : VoIP encoding scheme
Codec
Frame size (s)
Period (s)
Sample per packet
PayLoad size (B)
IP/UDP/RTP header size (B)
SDU size (B)
Data rate (b/s)

G711

G723.1

80

30

0.02

0.0455

2

1

160

30

40

40

200

70

80000

12320

Table 4.8 : Traffic parameters for video streams
video stream
Mean frame size (B)
Maximum frame size (B)
Period (s)

Videoconference
660
11386
0.033333

Mean data rate (b/s)

157712

Peak data rate (b/s)

2732640
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Best effort data traffic transmits using legacy DCF. Stations with data traffic operate
in asymptotic conditions, i.e. they always have a frame to transmit. The packet length of
data traffic is constant and equal to 1500 bytes.

4.4.5

Admission control analysis

We evaluate the admission control performance of reference and WCBS-R schedulers.
Fig. 4.16 shows the number of admitted G723 TSs, as a function of the number of
admitted VoIP G711 TSs.

Number of G.723.1 VoIP streams

25

reference scheduler
proposed scheduler

20

15

10

5

0

0

2

4

6

Number of G.711 VoIP streams

8

Figure 4.16 : Admission Control: number of admitted VoIP G.723 vs. G.711 TSs

Fig. 4.17 shows the number of admitted videoconference TSs, as a function of the number
of admitted VoIP G711 TSs.
For both types of traffic the capacity-based scheduler perform better than the reference
one, admitting more flows. This is due to that the reference scheduler cannot efficiently
manage TSs with different TSPECs, because it polls TSs with different periods more often
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Figure 4.17 : Admission Control: number of admitted Videoconference vs. G.711 TSs

than needed, by setting the scheduling duration to the smallest TS period, and assigning
TSs an overestimated T XOP .
Then, we consider a scenario with one VoIP G.711 TS and and increasing number
of either VoIP G.723 or videoconference TSs, respectively. Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 show the
capacity available for contention based traffic.
Also for this scenario, the reference scheduler reserves much more capacity for HCCA
transmissions than the WCBS-R scheduler.

4.4.6

Null rate analysis

Now, we consider a scenario with four VoIP G.711 TSs and four VoIP G.723 TSs and we
evaluate the null rate when different Voice Activity Detection (VAD) models are employed.
In Fig. 4.20 we show the null rate analysis of VoIP TSs. With G711 TSs the null rate is
almost the same for both schedulers, regardless of VAD used, because the service period of
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Figure 4.18 : Unreserved HCCA capacity vs. number of VoIP G.723 TSs with one G.11 TS
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Figure 4.19 : Unreserved HCCA capacity vs. number of VC TSs with one G.11 TS
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G.711 TSs is equal to their message interarrival time. With G723 TSs the reference scheduler
performs a higher null rate because it polls all TSs each 20 ms, while the WCBS-R scheduler
polls TSs only at their message arrival. Null messages are only due to the silence periods,
and the are unavoidable, but the reference scheduler performs worse because it polls G.723
TSs at a higher rate than that of message generation (45.5 ms).
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Figure 4.20 : Null rate of VoIP TSs with different VAD models

4.5

The Overboost scheduler

Even if the HEMM mode is not well documented by the standard and very few studies
have analyzed the QoS provisioning of the whole HCCA-EDCA system, it could be a valid
chance to use resource available for EDCA to improve the service offered by HCCA. Thus,
we adopt a method alternative to the previous ones, based on a dynamic re-computation
of the protocol parameters or on the scheduling scheme, but on the use of both the MAC
functions, HCCA and EDCA. Their synergy can integrate the HCCA service in the case of
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VBR streams that can need more resource than assigned. Instead of acting on the scheduler
parameters we suggest to use a portion of resources accorded to EDCA, that manages traffic
with less stringent QoS requirements with respect of the HCCA streams and thus, that is
not jeopardized by this higher priority traffic.
The proposed Overboost scheduler [7, 39] is local to each node. It improves performance
of the HCCA schedulers without replacing them and deals with the TSs that are served by
HCCA that still have some data to transmit at the end of CAP phase. As a result, before
the contention period begins, it moves the TSs data messages from HCCA queue to EDCA
queue assigning them to a highest priority EDCA Access Category (Fig. 4.21, 4.22), which
is AC VO (Voice AC) (see Table 2.3).

Queue i

Queue j
Threshold
Threshold

TXOP i

TXOP j

CAP

EDCA

CAP

EDCA

SI

Figure 4.21 : The Overboost swapping queues mechanism.

Hence, the traffic that exceeds the assigned HCCA T XOP (the HCCA transmission time
threshold) will not be served with parameterized QoS but will be served with prioritized
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Figure 4.22 : The Overboost mechanism.

QoS. The detailed description of the Overboost algorithm is the following:
1. when the CAP phase ends, HC transfers the control of the medium to the Overboost
mechanism;
2. it checks if HCCA is empty: in that case it leaves the control to the EDCA function;
3. otherwise, it moves the data message of HCCA queue to the EDCA function;
4. if the EDCA period is not yet finished, it starts over from the point 2).
Overboost is a local node scheduler which collaborates with the MAC reference scheduling algorithm or with any alternative one. The centralized scheduler located in the QAP
continues to manage the QSTAs that request to send and performs admission control, which
remains unchanged. It then computes the scheduling parameters and creates the polling
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list, and finally it polls the admitted QSTAs. Instead Overboost, located in each QSTA,
takes action only if the transmitting QSTA does not deliver all enqueued TSs data messages.
We will show through simulation that this mechanism limits the delay experienced by
TSs and improves their performance. The local scheduler integrates the services offered by
both HCCA and EDCA mechanisms, “boosting” the network performance of TSs by the
HCCA scheduler. Hence we named this scheduler “Overboost”.

4.5.1

Scheduling analysis

In this section we analyze the Overboost impact on the resource scheduling, tuning the
Admission Control in presence of different types of traffic. The bursty traffic highlights how
Overboost reacts to VBR sources like videostreams, whereas the VoIP traffic shows that the
CBR streams are not affected by Overboost. Moreover the queue length analysis illustrates
the scheduler effects on buffer size, throughput and delay.

Tuning the Admission Control
In the following we evaluate how to improve the admission control test to take advantage
of the resources made available by Overboost.
The general expression of the admission control that considers the time intervals assigned
to both EDCA and HCCA functions is
TCAP + TEDCA =

K
X
i=1

(T XOPi + tP i ) + TEDCA ≤ T

(4.11)

where T is the hyperperiod, TCAP is the length of CAP phase that is equal to the sum of
the assigned T XOPi and of the polling times tP i of the K admitted QSTAs, and TEDCA is
the duration of EDCA. When Overboost takes action this expression is modified as follows
′
′
TCAP
+ TOV + TEDCA
≤T

(4.12)

′
where TCAP
≤ TCAP is the new duration of CAP phase , TOV is the time used by the
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′
Overboost scheduler during EDCA, TEDCA
= TEDCA − TOV ≤ TEDCA is the time duration

assigned to the QSTAs using only EDCA.
The clause 7.3.2.29 of IEEE 802.11 standard defines the maximum length of the EDCA
T XOP for each AC, the T XOPlimit (contained in the Parameter Record of the EDCA
Parameter Set Element). In particular the T XOPlimit of AC VO is equal to 3264 ms or
1504 ms, depending on the adopted physical specification. Thus TOV ≤ K · T XOPlimit .
Considering the previous results we can state the following: when Overboost is used the
assigned HCCA T XOPi can be reduced by taking advantage of the transmission time
recovered from EDCA and Eq. 4.12 becomes:
K
X
i=1

′
(T XOPi′ + tP i ) + K · T XOPlimit + TEDCA
≤T

(4.13)

where in general T XOPi′ ≤ T XOPi . In particular the minimum value of T XOPi′ assigned
′
during the admission control, without jeopardizing the guaranteed QoS, is T XOPimin
=

T XOPi − T XOPlimit , 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
This result provides more flexibility to the admission control. It is possible to admit the
same number of TSs:
• with the same T XOPi values (T XOPi′ ≡ T XOPi , ∀i), improving their performance
through the resources made available by Overboost, or
P
PK
′
• with a reduced T XOPi values ( K
i=1 T XOPi ), integrating the missi=1 T XOPi <

ing resources by Overboost. This lets to keep the initial QoS using less resources and
eventually to admit more TSs.

This behavior will also be shown through simulation in Section 4.6.7.

Transmission Opportunity analysis
The HCCA reference scheduler suggests how to compute each T XOPi , assuming Ni =
⌈(SI · Ri )/Li ⌉, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K:
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Ni · Li Mi
,
T XOPi = max
Ri
Ri



+O

(4.14)

where Mi is the maximum allowable size of MSDU (2304 bytes), and O is the Overheads in
time units. In Table 2.2 the used symbols are listed. Since these formulae use the TSPEC
parameters whose values depend on the TSs, it is possible to adapt these expressions and
that of the Admission Control to different types of traffic, replacing the hardwired standard
parameters with those derived from the statistical traffic analysis and compare the network
behavior with and without Overboost.
Bursty traffic The bursty traffic, characterized by variable bit rate and packets interarrival times, impacts on the Admission Control and allows to highlight how Overboost
reacts to VBR traffic with active/silence intervals. The mean frame interarrival time 1/λ
of a bursty traffic is variable in the interval (1/λ − δu , 1/λ + δl ), where δu is the upper
tolerance during the burst and δl is the lower tolerance, when the interarrival time is longer.
A meaningful burstiness statistic is the Burstiness factor :
B=

R
Π

where R is the mean data rate evaluated during a long time interval, and Π is the peak
data rate during the activity interval. The peak frame rate is equal to Φ = R/(B · L) and
the bursty frame interarrival time is 1/λ = (B · L)/R. Hence, the CBR applications are
characterized by B = 1, whereas the VBR traffic sources by B ≤ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ K, each
T XOPi can be computed including the traffic parameter Bi , taking into account the traffic
bursts when the resources are assigned
T XOPBi



Ni · L i
Mi
= max
,
Bi · Πi Bi · Πi

obtaining an expression increased by the factor

1
Bi



+O

(4.15)

> 1 with respect to Eq. 4.14, com-

puted considering the mean data rate. Hence the scheduler assigns a greater T XOPi that
overestimates the mean requirements.
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When Overboost is turned on, taking into account the traffic burstiness statistic Bi , the
′ is:
new T XOPBi
′
T XOPBi
= T XOPBi − T XOPlimit


Ni · Li
Mi
= max
,
+ O − T XOPlimit < T XOPBi .
Bi · Πi Bi · Πi

This simple result confirms the usefulness of the Overboost mechanism that can be used to
manage the traffic spikes over, without overprovisioning the assigned HCCA bandwidth.
In the following the max admissible burstiness Bi

max

is evaluated when T XOPi are

not changed and Overboost manages the traffic variability. At the beginning of current
T XOPi , before the burst arrives, if the HCCA queue is empty, the total amount of traffic
that can be delivered by the overall system composed by the centralized HCCA scheduler
and Overboost is χ = (T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ, the corresponding peak frame rate is:
Πi =

χ
(T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ
=
Li · T XOPi
Li · T XOPi

and the max frame interarrival time is:
Li · T XOPi
Bi max · Li
1
=
=
.
λi
(T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ
Ri
Thus, knowing T XOPlimit , it is possible to derive the maximum burstiness tolerable by the
overall scheduler without changing T XOPi :
Bi

max

=

Ri · T XOPi
.
(T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ

Finally, adopting a different point of view, the modified mathematical expression of
T XOPi′ needed to deliver a T Si with a burstiness Bi , by taking advantage of the Overboost
feature, is:
T XOPi′ =

Bi
· T XOPlimit .
Ri − B i Γ

(4.16)

Overboost allows to serve more traffic with respect to that delivered by only HCCA
and without changing T XOPi , since the variations typical of the bursty traffic are “absorbed” by Overboost using EDCA. These deductions are also valid for VBR traffic, like
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MPEG streams. These conclusions will be confirmed though simulation by the bandwidth
underprovisioning analysis (see Section 4.6.7).
VoIP traffic The VoIP streams can be modeled as an ON/OFF source: during the ON
(talkspurt) periods the traffic is modeled as CBR with parameters that depend on the
encoding scheme; during the OFF (silence) periods no frames are generated. Talkspurt
and silence periods are distributed according to the Weibull distribution [34] that models a
one-to-one conversation.
Assuming RON = 1/TON as the constant frame transmission rate during the ON period,
where TON is the mean duration of the ON period, the mean frame rate during the overall
period T = TON + TOF F is R = RON · T /(TON + TOF F ) [40] where TOF F is the mean
duration of the silence period, when no frames are generated. During the talkspurt period
the VoIP traffic source generates CBR frames, characterized by constant data rate, SDU size
and frame interarrival time. Thus in the T XOPi expression it is correct to use parameters
related to the ON period: Ri is set to R, SI to T , and Li to the SDU size. In particular,
the values of these parameters depend on the VoIP codec, as shown in Section 4.6. This
choice does not overestimate the needed resources since Ri allows to distribute the frames
actually generated during TON in whole T .
Moreover the max number of transmitted SDU can be approximated as:


SI · Ri
Ni =
Li





E[TON ] · Ri
=
Li



(4.17)

and since the talkspurt period is distributed according to the Weibull distribution, whose
probability density function (p.d.f.) is:

pTON (x; λ, k) =



x k

 λk · ( λx )k−1 · e(− λ )


0

x≥0
x<0

where k is the shape parameter and λ is the scale parameter that depend on the streams,
the mean value of TON is: E[TON ] = λ · Γ(1 + 1/k) where Γ is the Gamma function,
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Γ(z) =

R∞
0

tz−1 · e−t dt. Thus



⌈λi · Γ(1 + 1/ki ) · Ri /Li ⌉ · Li Mi
T XOPi = max
,
Ri
Ri



+O

(4.18)

where λi and ki are the parameters of the Weibull distribution that depends on the considered TS.
Taking into account the previous considerations we can state that Eq. 4.18 does not differ
from Eq. 4.14 since the used parameters are derived from the mean value statistics during
the ON period. Thus the CBR traffic, like VoIP, is not affected by the Overboost mechanism
since the centralized scheduler can efficiently manage the application requirements.
Queue length analysis
In this section the improvement introduced by Overboost in the performance of the HCCA
scheduling is analytically studied in terms of emptying HCCA queue rate that affects the
experienced delay and throughput. These considerations will be confirmed by the introduction of a simple queue length model that shows how the amount of enqueued traffic is
efficiently reduced by Overboost.
When Overboost is turned off the maximum QST Ai enqueued traffic, supposed backlogged, that is delivered during a single hyperperiod H, is equal to T XOPi · Γ, whereas
when Overboost is turned on, it is equal to (T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ. Hence the maximum
increase in the dispatched traffic ηi
ηmax i =

max

introduced by Overboost for the QST Ai is:

(T XOPi + T XOPlimit ) · Γ − T XOPi · Γ
T XOPlimit
=
.
T XOPi · Γ
T XOPi

Considering all the K admitted QST As, the maximum total increase in the dispatched
traffic during H is:
ηmax =

PK

i=1
P
K

T XOPlimit

i=1 T XOPi

K · T XOPlimit
· f = PK
·f
i=1 T XOPi

where f is a factor that takes into account the TSs type which affects the Overboost activity
(in the case of CBR TSs f = 0, whereas for backlogged VBR TSs f = 1).
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Analyzing the emptying queue process, when Overboost is turned off, at time t after
the start of the j th hyperperiod, Hj , the enqueued traffic τij of QST Ai is:
τij = Qi,j−1 + t · (Ri + Γ)
where Qi,j−1 is the residual traffic from the previous hyperperiod Hj−1 , t·Ri is the incoming
traffic in the queue during Hj until t, and t · Γ is the outcoming one. Qi,j−1 is due to the
traffic not delivered during Hj−1 , considering both the residual traffic from the previous
hyperperiods and the incoming and the outcoming traffic during Hj−1 , Qi,j−1 = Qi,j−2 +
T XOPi · (Ri + Γ) . By iterating: Qi,j−2 = Qi,j−3 + T XOPi · (Ri + Γ) . . . Qi,j−1 = (Ri −
Pj−1
Γ) · t=1
T XOPi and being T XOPi constant for each hyperperiod, finally we get:
Qi,j−1 = (j − 1) · T XOPi · (Ri − Γ).
Thus the QST Ai traffic enqueued in the HCCA queue length during Hj is:
τij = (j − 1) · T XOPi · (Ri − Γ) + t · (Ri + Γ)
and the total enqueued traffic of all the K admitted QST As, i.e. the HCCA queue length,
is:
τj = (j − 1) · (Ri − Γ) ·

K
X
i=1

T XOPi + t ·

K
X

(Ri + Γ).

i=1

When Overboost is turned on, considering a backlogged traffic, the queue length is:
τj

OV

= (j − 1) · (Ri − Γ) ·
< τj .

K
X
i=1

T XOPi − K · J · T XOPlimit + t ·

K
X

(Ri + Γ)

i=1

(4.19)

Eq. 4.19 illustrates how Overboost efficiently contributes in the emptying HCCA queue process. This positively impacts on scheduling performance evaluated in terms of throughput
and experienced delay.
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4.6

Performance analysis

This section presents the results of Overboost performance evaluation obtained through
simulations. We analyzed the benefits of the new local scheduler when combined with
previously described HCCA schedulers: IEEE 802.11e reference [3], WCBS [19], RTH [41],
and FHCF [14]. A performance analysis showing the main features and differences among
these scheduling algorithms can be found in [11].
After describing the simulation settings and the used traffic model, we discuss the results
about the schedulers efficiency in terms of the experienced null rate, the throughput, the
access delay, and the QSTA queue length. Then we evaluate the performance of the overall
scheduler in comparison with the bandwidth over-provisioning and under-provisioning and
with the only EDCA function.

4.6.1

Simulation settings

The software implementation of the Overboost algorithm has been developed for ns-2 [32]
simulator by introducing an extension able to use both HCCA and EDCA. Regarding the
HCCA software implementation we focused on the framework proposed in [31], due to
its modularity. We then implemented the EDCA part and added the necessary code to
integrate the two access functions [42]. Finally the Overboost algorithm was implemented
as a local scheduler for each QSTA.
The used physical layer parameters are specified by the High Rate-Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum (HR-DSSS), also known as 802.11b, and reported in Table 4.9. MAC
level fragmentation, multirate support and RTS/CTS protection mechanism are disabled.
We also assume that all nodes can directly communicate with each other without the hidden
node problem.
The analysis has been carried out using the method of independent replications. Specifically, we ran independent replications of 3600 s, each with 100 s warm-up period until the
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Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

SIFS

10 µs

PHY header

192 µs

PIFS

30 µs

Data rate

11 Mb/s

DIFS

50 µs

Basic rate

1 Mb/s

Slot Time

20 µs

Bit error rate

0 b/s

Table 4.9 : MAC/PHY simulation parameters.

95% confidence interval is reached for each performance measure. Confidence intervals are
not drawn whenever negligible.

4.6.2

Traffic model

For simulations we used two types of uplink (UL) traffic streams that require QoS guarantees: VoIP and video.
The VoIP traffic is simulated using a VoIP generator module for ns-2 described in [33].
The VoIP streams are modeled as an ON/OFF source as described in section ??. The
Weibull distribution parameters are listed in Table 4.10. The employed encoding scheme is
the G.729A [35] with the parameters as shown in Table 4.11. The TSPEC delay bound is
set to the packet interarrival time (period) and the mean data rate to the peak rate during
talkspurts.

Type

λON (s)

O2O

1.423

kON
0.824

λOF F (s)

kOF F

E[ON](s)

E[OFF](s)

0.899

1.089

1.58

0.87

Table 4.10 : Voice activity detection model for VoIP traffic streams.

The video stream traffic is generated using pre-encoded MPEG4 trace files from the
Internet archive of traces [36]. An MPEG4 encoder produces streams of variable size frames
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Codec

G729A

Frame size (B)

10

Period (s)

0.02

Sample per packet

2

Payload size (B)

20

IP/UDP/RTP Header size (B)

40

SDU size (B)

60

Data rate (b/s)

24000

Table 4.11 : G.729A VoIP encoding scheme parameters.

at fixed intervals [37]. They are chosen to represent a videoconference session (LectureHQReisslein trace file) and a video streamed over the network (Jurassic Park High Quality
trace file). The TSPEC parameters are shown in Table 4.12.

Parameter

VideoConf.

VideoStr.

Mean frame size (B)

660

3800

Max frame size (B)

11386

16745

Period (s)

0.033333

0.040

Mean data rate (b/s)

157712

770000

Peak data rate (b/s)

2732640

3300000

Table 4.12 : Traffic parameters for video streams.

All the simulations include one station with background data traffic operating in asymptotic conditions (i.e. it always has a frame to transmit). The packet length of data traffic is
constant and equal to 1500 bytes and the best effort data traffic is transmitted using legacy
DCF.
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4.6.3

Efficiency analysis

In this section we analyze the efficiency of the four global schedulers, intended as a measure
of how well they utilize the network resources. The evaluation is performed using the
analysis of the null rate experienced during the polling of the QSTAs. The null rate is
defined as the number of Null frames received by the QAP when it has sent a CF-Poll frame
and the QSTA has no frames to transmit. When evaluating the null rate, we can check
if the polling time computation is suitable for the considered traffic or the QAP is polling
the QSTAs more frequently than necessary (which may increase the system overhead). In
Fig. 4.23, we show the null rate value for the four analyzed schedulers with and without
the Overboost mechanism, in a scenario composed by three VoIP G.729A uplink TSs and
three video stream uplink TSs. In the case of G.729A TSs the Overboost does not improve
the schedulers performance and the null rate is almost the same for all the schedulers, with
and without Overboost. The schedulers compute the same T XOP value and the same SI
value that is equal to the packet interarrival time, hence they have the suitable polling rate
to empty the queue. The null frames are only due to the silence periods. Instead with video
stream TSs the Null frames significantly increase when Overboost is activated: at the end
of the T XOP , the data messages in the HCCA queue are swapped in the higher priority
EDCA queue. Therefore, when the QAP polls the QSTA in the next CAP, there is more
chance to find the queue empty. However, even in the case of the increased null rate the
delay is reduced, as shown in Section 4.6.6.
The polling analysis was not conducted because the local Overboost scheduler does not
modify the HCCA scheduling algorithm, its polling list, and timings. Therefore the results
remain untouched with respect to [11].
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Figure 4.23 : Null rate of UL VoIP G.729A and UL video stream TSs.

4.6.4

Throughput analysis

Fig. 4.24 shows the throughput of each algorithm with (left column) or without Overboost
(right column) when VoIP or video stream TSs are transmitted. It highlights that, in the
case of CBR traffic the Overboost mechanism does not affect any of the analyzed schedulers.
This means that they assign a T XOP large enough to send all the frames spawn during
one SI. On the other hand, in the case of VBR traffic we note that some of the frames
are sent in EDCA manner. As a consequence, all the schedulers use less CAP time and,
in particular, the reference, RTH, and WCBS schedulers improve their throughput. FHCF
does not change its behavior because its queue model is already flexible enough, by assigning
variable SI and T XOP suitable to follow the traffic variations.
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Figure 4.24 : Throughput of two VoIP G.729A, four VC and two VS TSs.

4.6.5

The queue length analysis

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the 99th percentile of the queue length of QSTA transmitting
respectively one videoconference TS and one video stream TS. The EDF-based schedulers
WCBS and RTH need a queue greater than others because they strictly reserve the needed
bandwidth using the mean data rate value, without over-provisioning (like the reference
scheduler) or adopting a flexible scheduling scheme (like FHCF). Instead, when Overboost
is activated, we have a significant decrease in the queue length because every SI the data
messages are moved from the HCCA queue to the EDCA queue as analytically shown in
Section 4.6.5. This effect is evident in the case of the video stream TSs.
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Figure 4.25 : 99th percentile of buffer size when video conference TSs are transmitted.

4.6.6

Delay analysis

In this section we investigate the access delay defined as the time elapsed from the time
the frame reached the MAC layer to the time when the frame is successfully acknowledged.
We consider a scenario with an increasing number of VoIP G.729.A TSs. The Cumulative
Distributed Function (CDF) of the access delay (Fig. 4.27) shows that the access delay of
all the schedulers does not change, hence confirming that Overboost does not affect this
kind of traffic.
Finally we consider a mixed scenario with two VoIP G.729A uplink TSs, four videoconference TSs and two video stream TSs. Fig. 4.28 shows the CDF of the access delay of last
admitted QSTA transmitting videoconference TS. The slope of each probability curve is in-
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Figure 4.26 : 99th percentile of buffer size when video stream TSs are transmitted.

creased, meaning that every scheduler has more probability to keep the access delay under
a specific value. Also, in this case the delay is lower when Overboost is activated, especially
with EDF-based schedulers. This is an important result since the EDF-based schedulers
produce a mean delay greater than the others, executing a new sorting for each CAP phase,
while the other schedulers maintain a fixed order of TSs. In presence of Overboost we note
how this gap between the schedulers is reduced.

4.6.7

HCCA bandwidth over- and under-provisioning versus Overboost

Finally we analyze the effects of Overboost on the number of the admitted QSTAs and
on the provided service level in terms of node queue length and access delay. Usually the
HCCA schedulers admit such TSs by evaluating their mean data rate or a related function.
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Figure 4.27 : CDF of access delay when eight UL VoIP G.729.A TSs are transmitted.

As a result, the VBR TSs can suffer delays when instant data rate is greater than mean
data rate.
On the other hand, when the data rate is smaller than the mean data rate, the CAP
phase is automatically shortened by the protocol itself. Given the bandwidth recovery of
Overboost for such kind of TSs, we analyze if Overboost can be used to admit more TSs,
using an admission control test based on a value smaller than the mean data rate and
keeping the same delay performance, or if it is able to reduce the experienced delay. The
next scenario that we consider has an increasing number of video stream TSs. Each TS has
a mean data rate of 770 Kbit/s (see Table 4.12). Fig. 4.29 shows that, when Overboost is
turned off, increasing the mean data rate during the admission control phase decreases the
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Figure 4.28 : CDF of access delay when eight UL video conference TSs are transmitted.

HCCA queue length; when Overboost is turned on the queue length becomes the smallest,
even when using the mean data rate.
Fig. 4.30 confirms these results in terms of access delay, which becomes smaller when
Overboost is activated than when more bandwidth is reserved to the TSs. Thus the Overboost mechanism behaves better than the over-provisioning mechanism.
To further validate these results, we compare the overall scheduler composed by the
WCBS HCCA scheduler and the Overboost local scheduler versus using the only EDCA
transmission.
Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4.32 show that WCBS and Overboost reduce the queue length and the
access delay with respect to EDCA only transmission, even when the network is overloaded
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Figure 4.29 : CDF of the HCCA queue length:over- and underprovisioning vs Overboost.

with TS declaring a mean data rate smaller than its effective one by 25%.
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Part II

QoS Architecture
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Chapter 5
Introduction
In the previous parts of this thesis some scheduling algorithms, proposed to improve the
QoS support of IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks, has been illustrated. They work at the
MAC level, managing the access to the medium of the nodes that asked to transmit with
QoS, computing the main protocol parameters. However this is only one of the elements
to take into account when service with the expected quality is provided to the network
nodes. In fact the accurate network management requires to monitor the medium in order
to know the current amount of available resources, to assign those without exceeding the
real availability and meeting the nodes requirements. Moreover, when new traffic streams
with more stringent QoS expectations arrive at the station or when the network conditions
change, jeopardizing the level of provided service, the recomputation of the assigned amount
of resources can be necessary.
These considerations suggest the usefulness of architectures suitable to globally manage
the access to the common resources.
Real-time services with strict latency/throughput requirements (e.g. Voice over IP, video
conference, audio and video streaming) require guarantees for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) Traffic Streams (TS). Moreover wireless networks involve space
and time-varying characteristics, differently from what happens for wired ones, and are
subject to fast changes in Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) due to phenomena
like path loss, shadowing, multipath fading, signal attenuation and interference. Thus
the problem of QoS provisioning is complex, requiring the adoption of refined techniques
alongside the used resource management system.
In this context one trend is to use an adaptive QoS system with a relative QoS differenti-
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ation [43], based on different priority classes of Differentiated Service architecture to deliver
multimedia data [44, 45]. Another remarkable point of view is to introduce a cross-layer
design with adaptive QoS assurance for multimedia transmissions [46, 47].
In this section a novel framework to better support QoS guarantees for multimedia
applications is illustrated. It comprises a QoS Manager, an Admission Control, an Enhanced
Scheduler, a Predictor and a Feedback System. The adopted scheduler supports real-time
applications, variable packet sizes and variable bit rate traffic streams. We show that this
framework is suitable to be used by applications requesting Application Level Contracts
which will be translated in Resource Level Contracts to the scheduler subsystem. The QoS
manager component is able to dynamically manage available resources under different load
conditions.
First of all the framework has been applied and tested for IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks
along with a MAC scheduling algorithm, alternative to the previously proposed ones. We
show that such approach handles time-varying network conditions, heterogeneous traffic
streams, VBR streams and it manages efficiently link layer resources. Then the architecture
has been extended to heterogeneous networks, with the goal to globally manage the common
resources meeting the QoS requirements of the stations that can use different transmission
technologies.
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Chapter 6
QoS framework for wireless networks
We present a novel framework [48, 49] to provide a comprehensive soft-QoS support for
multimedia traffic streams. Our approach is inspired both to cross-layer architecture and
QoS differentiation concepts and it allows to interface seamlessly multimedia applications
with lower layers of a wireless network. We specifically focus on our wireless application framework components: QoS Manager, Admission Controller, Scheduler and Feedback
mechanism, with particular attention to the QoS Manager. It has the role of middleware between the multimedia applications, from which it accepts different QoS requests,
and lower network layers, translating these requirements in the specific parameters of each
involved medium access protocol. It has to handle time-varying network conditions and
heterogeneous traffic streams and it has to efficiently manage link layer resources.
We modeled the application-network agreement using a contract paradigm, where the
actors interact together to reach a common arrangement as trade-off between QoS expectation of the applications and available common resources. In particular, the contract-based
scheduling framework is suitable to integrate the QoS support provided to the applications
with tightening guarantees and temporal boundaries by a particular network technology, like
by WiFi networks based on IEEE 802.11e standard. In fact it does not substitute the MAC
scheduling system but integrates its activity adding useful building blocks with advanced
functionalities. It represents an high-level abstraction that lets practitioners concentrate on
the specification of the application requirements, whereas the contract model is the mechanism used by the application to dynamically specify its own set of execution requirements.
From the application perspective, its requirements are written as a set of service contracts
negotiated with the underlying implementation. To accept them the proposed system has
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to check, as part of the negotiation, if it has enough resources to guarantee all the specified
minimum requirements while keeping guarantees on all the previously accepted contracts
negotiated by other application components. If a result of this negotiation is approved, the
system will reserve enough capacity to guarantee the minimum requested resources and it
will distribute any spare available capacity among the contracts that have specified their
desire or ability for using additional resources. The obtained flexibility is enhanced by
means of some QoS tuning parameters used by the QoS Manager, that will be described in
the following.
The proposed architecture is composed by a QoS Manager, an Admission Controller, a
Predictor, an enhanced Scheduler and a Feedback System (See Fig.6.1).

Figure 6.1 : The Proposed Framework

In the following each component of the QoS architecture will be described independently
from a particular MAC protocol. However where the clarity needs, for instance when the
mathematical scheduling formulas are used, we will consider as MAC reference protocol
IEEE 802.11e HCCA. The HCCA function has been used also for the network simulation
of the framework to provide an example of its application.
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6.1

Framework components description

The QoS Manager[50] is the middleware layer that mediates between software applications
and underlying framework components, providing appropriate interfaces.
It translates the high-level QoS requirements of applications like video streaming, VoIP,
videoconference that use different parameters and performance indicators, into transmission
parameters values, then it negotiates them with the Admission Controller. From the application perspective, its requirements are specified by a set of Application Level Contracts
(ALC), which are negotiated with the underlying implementation. From the scheduling
subsystem perspective the requirements are expressed by a set of Resource Level Contracts
(RLC), based on available network resources.
An ALC cannot be communicated directly to the Admission Control and to the scheduling subsystem since they use the protocols parameters to manage the underlying resources
and these parameters usually are different from that considered by the applications. Thus
the QoS Manager acts as a proxy: it translates the high-level QoS application requirements
into the resource allocation parameters, it computes the values of transmission parameters
and negotiates them with the Admission Controller. As previously mentioned, the set of
low-level resource requirements, produced by the QoS Manager and understandable to the
MAC protocol, will be called Resource Level Contract (RLC).
Moreover the QoS Manager:
• adapts automatically the resource allocation to dynamic changes of the application
requirements: e.g. when an application want change the contract profile, the QoS
Manager contacts again the admission control and negotiates a new RLC;
• adapts dynamically the resource allocation in order to optimize the resource utilization
without sacrificing the QoS requirements;
• maintains as much as possible the resource allocation for each application as close the
minimum that is needed to fulfill its ALC, in order to does not waste resources.
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Finally, in the case a network overload occurs, for instance due to varying network
conditions or if a more stringent QoS request is received, it can decide to change ALC and
to degrade the QoS level of one or more applications by a call-back notification so that the
application itself can adapt its QoS requirements.
When the QoS Manager asks to the Admission Control the admission of a new
application traffic the latter computes the new theoretical bandwidth utilization and checks
if it is admissible without degradation of the preexistent transmissions. The response is
sent back to the QoS Manager. If the instance request is successful a RLC is established
and the QoS Manager can communicate the transmission parameters to the scheduler.
Before admitting new traffic streams the Admission Control uses the following admission
test:
N
X
Qi
i=1

Pi

≤ Ulub

where Qi , Ci /ri is the average time budget reserved to the node i, i.e. to HCCA QSTAi
within each Controlled Access Phase, ri is the physical bit rate assumed for admission
control computations of the traffic stream TSi , Ci is the capacity i.e. the bytes transmitted
during the period Pi equal to SI of TSi and Ul ub is least upper bound utilization factor
computed in the case of worst-case available bandwidth.
If the sum of the bandwidth utilization of the existing reservations, plus the utilization
of the new reservation does not exceed Ulub , the request is forwarded to the Scheduler. If
there is not enough bandwidth to serve the new request three different admission control
policies exist and act as follows:
• saturation policy, the highest possible budget is assigned to the task so that the total
resource utilization does not exceed Ulub ;
• compression policy, with respect to the established ALCs, all the RLCs are recomputed
(“compressed”) so that we can make new space for the new request;
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• reject policy, the transmission is rejected.
The Scheduler manages each TS transmission for each admitted QSTA and dynamically assigns both T XOP and SI to follow channel variability and streams characteristics.
Our scheduler can handle real-time TSs with special regard to VBR streams. VBR traffic is
managed by assigning T XOP in agreement to the effective temporal requirements of QSTA
and to the length of its transmission queues. The assignment of SI is dynamic, polling more
frequently stations having enqueued traffic with tightening QoS requirements. The Scheduler has also to be able reclaiming the unused time of QSTAs that have exhausted their
transmissions before the end of their T XOP and assigns that to stations with data to transmit. Delay or advance of the transmission with respect to the pre-agreed rate (respectively
in terms of bytes anticipatively used or not been transmitted) are formalized introducing
(k)

the scheduling error εi . It is defined, at the kth time instant, as the difference between
(k)

the bytes to transmit zi

(k)

, kCi

(k)

and the bytes actually transmitted z i :

(k)

εi

(k)

(k)

, zi

− zi

The dynamic equation for the evolution of the scheduling error related to the it h TS is:

(k+1)

εi
(k)

where γi

(k)

= εi

(k)

+ Ci

(k)

(k)

− γi Q i

is the actual channel speed.

The Predictor estimates the future available bandwidth and the QSTA queue length,
sensing the channel and listening to the messages sent by QSTAs. It uses the recent history
of these values to correct its estimation. The predictor can be both deterministic and
stochastic depending on TS. This information is used by the Feedback System.
The Feedback System senses the effective information acknowledged by QAP and
each QSTA. It also uses the information provided by the Predictor to vary transmission
parameters of the scheduler in order to respect hard and soft deadlines. It is responsible
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to minimize the scheduling error. The rapidity of this action can be improved turning on
special weights wi for each TSi . The feedback system can compensate little variations of
network conditions without the intervention of admission control to establish new RLCs.
(k)
P
Qi
During normal condition, if N
i=1 Pi ≤ Ulub , the Feedback System controls the schedul-

ing error assigning:

∀i,

(k)
Qi

(k)

e (k) = Ci
,Q
i

(k)

+ αi εi
(k)

ρi

e (k) is the required assigned budget to compensate the scheduling error, αi ∈]0, 1]
where Q
i
(k)

is a fraction of the current scheduling error for each TSi and ρi

is the predicted channel

speed at the physical layer.
During overload condition, if

PN

(k)

Qi
i=1 Pi

> Ulub , depending on the adopted feedback

scheme, the allocated budget to each station i is decreased. For example, if the feedback
e (k) is decreased of an amount proporscheme uses a weighted distribution for each TSi , Q
i

tional to the weight wi assigning:
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N
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e(k) − Ulub Pi 
Q
j

is the percentage of decreasing.

This system can use different feedback schemes according to the traffic profile of each TS.
By this way the Framework can react to the network variations using different compensation
models on the basis of the served application.

6.2

The framework applied to IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks

As previously mentioned, the framework has been applied to IEEE 802.11e HCCA networks
as real case study, integrating the QoS support provided by this amendment.
As a result the mathematical relationships that rules the framework activity are translated using the parameters typical of this protocol. The framework implementation requires
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to build an interface between the 802.11e MAC and QoS Manager. This interface implements RLCs through the admission control for each TSi managed by QoS Manager as
follows:
N
X
T XOPi

≤ Ulub

SIi

i=1

We have adapted the formulas introduced in our work to WLAN parameters. Now, the
dynamic equation for the evolution of the scheduling error for the TSi is:

(k+1)

εi

(k)

= εi

(k)

+ Ci

(k)

− P HY rate(k) T XOPi
(k)

are the bytes transmitted during

(k)

+ αi εi

where P HY rate(k) is the physical channel speed and Ci
SIi .
The TXOPi are computed as follows:

(k)

∀i, T XOPi
6.2.1

(k)

, T^
XOP i

=

Ci

(k)

(k)

ρi

Experimental results

Applying our framework to IEEE 802.11e WLANs we have focused on CBR and VBR
streams, typical in multimedia transmissions like Voice Over IP and Vide Conference applications.
We implemented the proposed framework in the ns-2 network simulator [32], using the
HCCA implementation framework described in [31]. Then we compared the results with
respect of reference IEEE 802.11e standard scheduler. The physical layer parameters are
those specified by the High Rate Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (HR-DSSS) [51], also
known as 802.11b, and are reported in Table 6.1.
We assume that the channel is error-free. Hence MAC level fragmentation and multirate
support are disabled. This assumption allows us to focus specifically on the system perfor-
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Table 6.1 : MAC/PHY simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

SIFS (µs)

10

PIFS (µs)

30

DIFS (µs)

50

SlotTime (µs)

20

PHY header(µs)

192

Data rate (Mb/s)

11

Basic rate (Mb/s)

1

Bit error rate (b/s)

0

mance in ideal conditions. Furthermore we assume that all nodes can directly communicate
with each other. Therefore, the hidden node problem and the packet capture are not taken
into consideration and the RTS/CTS protection mechanism is disabled.
We simulate a VoIP traffic stream as an ON/OFF source: during ON (talkspurt) periods
the traffic is CBR with parameters that depend on the encoding scheme. The encoding
scheme that we employ is the G.711 [?], which produces 50 packets of 160 bytes (including
IP/UDP/RTP headers) per second. Talkspurt and silence periods are distributed according
to Weibull distributions [34] with mean of 0.87 s and 1.58 s respectively.
We simulate Video Conference traffic according to a pre-encoded MPEG trace file (LectureHQ) from the Internet archive of traces [36]. MPEG4 encoders produce streams of
frames of variable size at fixed intervals [37]. In our simulation analysis, the frame rate is
30 fps which corresponds to a frame interarrival time of about 33.3 ms, the average rate is
about 158 Kb/s and the peak rate is about 2.7 Mb/s. In both VoIP and Video Conference
(VC) traffic models the downlink and uplink traffic streams of a bi-directional TS are not
correlated.
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Data traffic, which posses non specific QoS requirements, is also considered. It transmits
using DCF. Stations with data traffic operate in asymptotic conditions, i.e. they always
have a frame to transmit. The packet length of data traffic is constant and equal to 1500
bytes.
We evaluate a scenario with four stations with mixed CBR and VBR traffic. To do so,
we set up an increasing number of QSTAs, from 0 to 4, each having a bi-directional VoIP
TS and bi-directional Video Conference TS. The delay bound of VoIP is set to 20 ms and
that of VC TSs to 33 ms.
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Figure 6.2 : Throughput of stations.

The Fig. 6.2 shows the throughput achieved by stations with data traffic against the
number of stations with bi-directional VoIP and VC sessions. If there are not any stations
with CBR and VBR TSs, the data throughput is maximum and the framework behaves in
a very similar way to the standard protocol. Otherwise, if there are TSs with significantly
different delay bound requirements, such as the VoIP and VC TSs, the MAC overhead of
the reference scheduler is higher than that with framework scheduler and, therefore, the
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throughput achievable by data traffic is much lower.
Finally we have shown that the capacity available for contention-based access with our
framework is greater than that offered by IEEE 802.11e standard when there are TSs with
different delay bound values.
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Chapter 7
Framework for E2E QoS support over heterogeneous
networks
The future mobile wireless service provisioning will be characterized by global access in
which new technologies shall converge. This implies the need to create a high-performance
and efficient mobile platform where various medium accesses can coexist together, allowing
ubiquitous and versatile communications.
One possible solution is to develop an infrastructure which provides an open, common,
flexible and expandable platform to different involved technologies. This approach allows
to realize global mobile access, high quality of service, simple, seamless, automatic access to
media services for voice, data, message, video, world-wide web, etc, utilizing an horizontal
communication model.
In particular, to let that several networks converge on an horizontal model needs that
this architecture is compliant toward different legacy and pre-existent MAC. This involves a
global approach which has to take into account base-band signal processing, RF, Networking, OS and application parts, so that the same end equipment can flexibly work in the
wireless access domain as well as in the mobile cellular networks, with optimal spectrum
efficiency and resource management and allowing seamless communication.
Moreover, the use of multimedia communications involves the QoS support in the context of converged broadband wireless system. It is essential for several multimedia applications like VoIP, videoconference, audio and video streaming, contents distribution, Internet
services and real-time control services.
These kind of applications have strict latency/throughput requirements while the wireless medium offers time and space varying communication conditions.
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Unfortunately, wireless access networks are subject to fast changes in Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) due to phenomena like path loss, shadowing, multipath
fading, signal attenuation and interference,[52]. SINR, in turn, affects the Bit Error Rate
(BER) experienced by the wireless endpoints[1]. The channel capacity varies over time and
space, especially when the stations are on the move and when there are networks with variable topology. It turns out that the variability of available radio resources does not allow
the network to provide hard QoS guarantees. Instead, the network must provide soft QoS
guarantees constrained by a minimum channel quality. Some of these guarantees regards:
delay, delay jitter, packet loss ratio, throughput, bandwidth. In particular, in the context
of mobile heterogeneous wireless networks, the QoS provision must take into account the
support done by each single access mode, however leaving space to build blocks for a full
Quality architecture.
In this chapter we present a novel framework [53, 54] to provide a comprehensive Hard
and Soft QoS support for multimedia traffic streams, inspired both to cross-layer architecture idea and QoS differentiation and it allows to interface seamlessly multimedia applications with lower layers of a wireless network.
We focus on its components: QoS Manager and Scheduling Subsystem composed by
Admission Controller, Scheduler, Predictor and Feedback mechanism. In particular the
QoS Manager has the role of proxy between application and underlying levels to manage
applications requests.
In this manner the proposed middleware offers ubiquity, diversity, flexibility and individuality. It provides an open communication gateway architecture, which represents high-level
abstraction that lets practitioners to concentrate on the specification of the application requirements.
The resulting QoS service is an improvement for multimedia applications running over
heterogeneous wireless networks.
One possible environment where the framework can be applied are 4G networks [55, 56],
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that take advantages by the use of a middleware infrastructure for the QoS support like
the presented one. 4G technology is one interesting evolution. Furthermore, the increasing
diffusion of multimedia communications involves the need to manage advanced and wideband multimedia services for which 4G systems provide a mix of concepts and technologies.
Some of that are evolutionary because they are derived from 3G, while other are revolutionary, because they are typical of this novel solution. In particular 4G networks improve the
3G networks approach suggesting a new wireless architecture suitable to the future mobile
wireless service provisioning. The latter will be characterized by global mobile access that
implies the convergence of the wireless mobile and wireless access in an open, common,
flexible and expandable platform. This approach to the network convergence finds in Open
Wireless Architecture (OWA) or Converged Broadband Wireless Platform, the medium to
allow the coexistence of different medium accesses which can coexist together. Thus we
can imagine that the QoS Manager constitutes a common interface to different applications
which need access to the medium through different MACs. Thus it can hide the details
related to underlying levels, whereas the effective differentiation is performed by means of
the scheduling subsystems, one for each considered MAC.

7.1

Related Works

In the context of QoS support over heterogeneous mobile networks we have considered two
different needs. Obviously, the topic is very large but the approach allowed us to highlight
two different topics only apparently disconnected.
From one hand, when we talk about QoS for multimedia applications, like that the users
can request from mobile networks, we have to take into account that the simple best effort
approach it is not a satisfied solution. Each application has different QoS requirements and
different users can need different level of QoS.
On the other hand, adopting a convergence vision in which several networks can be
supported in a common interface, a cross-layer approach is useful to integrate that in order
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to supply an organic support which involves the various layers.
From the first point of view one possible solution is to use an adaptive QoS system
with a relative QoS differentiation [43]. In this work the authors consider that Internet
applications and users have very different service expectations, making the current sameservice-to-all-model inadequate and limiting. In particular, even if some applications can
perform various adaptive mechanisms, they request a further differentiation based on service
levels.
The traditional approach, referred as Integrated Service, consists in the use an reservationbased architecture where different applications and users can request appropriate service
levels guaranteed by means of resource reservation and admission control mechanisms.
To overcome its limit, the Differentiated Service has been proposed which can provide
local service differentiation. The key efficiencies of DiffServ compared to IntServ are that
the service offering is on aggregated traffic rather than on a per-flow basis (i.e., all packets
with a similar setting of the DiffSserv bits are treated similarly).
Taking into account this solution, the authors propose an alternative approach to absolute differentiation, inspiring to Relative Differentiation. In the Relative Differentiated
Services, the network service is classified in N classes of services in terms of local metrics for
queuing delays and packet losses. Without the use of admission control and the resource
reservation, the applications and the users itself adaptively choose the class that best meets
their requirements, based on the assurance that higher classes will be better, or at least no
worse, than lower classes.
Then the authors derive one differentiation method, the Proportional Differentiation
Model, (PDD), which spaces certain class performance metrics proportionally to the differentiation parameters that the network operator chooses. For example, if Qi is such a
performance measure for class i , this model imposes constraints of the following form for
all pairs of classes:
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Qi = Ci
Qj = Cj (i, j = 1..N )
where C1 < C2 < ... < CN are the generic quality differentiation parameters. So, even
if the actual quality level of each class varies with the class loads, the quality ratio between
classes remains fixed and controlled by the network operator, independent of the class loads
because the proportional relationship do not vary. The proportional differentiation model
provides the network operator with the ’tuning knobs’ for adjusting the per-hop QoS ratios
between classes, independent of the class loads; this cannot be achieved with other relative
differentiation models, such as strict prioritization or capacity differentiation.
Finally, [?] showed that the Internet differentiated services mechanisms based on different priority classes of Differentiated Service architecture can be used to deliver multimedia
data and to improve the performance of network protocols and applications. This work
shows that is possible to extend the differentiated method from the user basis to a smaller
granularity which allows network protocols and/or applications to control the setting of the
DS bits on a packet-by-packet basis with a view to optimizing performance. The key idea
is to exploit DiffServ to enable the sending host to control packet dropping and scheduling
at a much finer timescale than traditional end-to-end mechanisms permit. The author has
demonstrated that this could benefit not only real-time applications (such as streaming
audio and video) but also protocols/applications (such as TCP and Web browsing) that
have traditionally been considered to be non-realtime and hence have not been the subject
of much QoS research.
The cross-layer design [57] is an alternative approach to layering methodology of a
communication protocol stack. Its extreme result is to merge all layers into one flat single
layer. Unless reach this critical point, this approach is considered an important solution
for next generation wireless systems characterized by heterogeneous access networks and
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multimedia data traffic. In particular it plays an important role in the context of IP-based
next-generation wireless systems. This happens because the heterogeneity of network and
traffic needs a coordinated adaptation for multiple layers and the QoS adaptation itself
requires all layers participation. Moreover the particular nature of wireless medium implies
a layers cooperation to improve the network performances.
At this point we could conclude that the Differentiated Service and the cross-layer
design are two autonomous solutions for QoS support. But there are many studies about
the cross-layer design for efficient multimedia delivery with QoS over wireless and wired
networks that have focused on the utilization of the differentiated service architecture to
convey multimedia data.
Furthermore, the cross-layer design can lead to a simpler and more flexible approach.
So our architecture, which accepts both these studies in order to optimize the QoS across
the layers, has its scientific explanation.
In particular some works [46, 47] discuss the stochastic behavior of wireless networks in
their cross-layer design, introducing an adaptive QoS assurance for multimedia transmission.
Their authors try to adaptively adjust QoS parameters considering time-varying network
conditions. But these works do not take into account the interaction between layers to
obtain the operating QoS tradeoff points and to continue to guarantee QoS also when the
channel is highly variable.

7.2

The cross-layer and service-oriented middleware

In this section we present a novel framework to provide a comprehensive Hard and Soft
QoS support for multimedia traffic streams, inspired both to cross-layer architecture idea
and QoS differentiation, as explained in the previous section. This approach allows to take
advantage by the several results of each these solutions. In particular, it improves the QoS
support by adaptive differentiated services adopting the concept of QoS levels, whereas it
takes advantages by coordination of different layers provided by the cross-layer design to
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interface seamlessly multimedia applications with lower layers of a wireless network and to
better manage QoS. That permits to adapt QoS requirements to resource variations and to
improve the performances of QoS support itself.
The framework interfaces the software applications with heterogenous networks MAC
layers and it has a cross-layer architecture composed by a middleware for QoS, the QoS
Manager, and the scheduling subsystem (figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1 : Cross−Layer Architecture

The former, placed between the applications and the underlying network layers, transparently manages the communication levels for applications while the latter consists of some
building blocks to regulate the various networks MAC layer.
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This subsystem may vary depending on the particular MAC(s) used (e.g. IEEE 802.11,
IEEE 802.15, IEEE 802.16, Multiple-In,Multiple-Out (MIMO) networks, mobile public networks, wired networks, etc.). The QoS manager, whereas, is independent both from applications and MAC. Using this approach it lets one possible solution to convergence question
in the heterogeneous networks.
From the user perspective, in fact, the framework allows an easy and simple access to
multimedia services, hiding the complexity of the lower MAC levels of the different networks.
The contract based scheduling is the tool used to build and unify this approach that
acts crosswise between different layers and which operates in a transparent manner to user
applications.
It is the transparent methodology which lets to the applications to dynamically specify
its own set of complex and flexible execution requirements, written as a set of a service
contracts for different resources, which are negotiated with the underlying implementation.
For which concerns the negotiation, in order to accept a set of contracts the QoS Manager has to check if it has enough resources to guarantee all the specified minimum requirements while keeping guarantees on all the previously accepted contracts negotiated by other
application components. Eventually it adapts the requirements to available resources.
If a result of this negotiation is accepted, the scheduling subsystem reserves enough
capacity to guarantee the minimum requested resources and it reclaims any spare capacity
available sharing it among the different contracts that have specified their desire or ability for
using additional capacity. The contract also contains Quality of Service tuning parameters
that may be used by QoS manager.

7.2.1

QoS Manager

QoS manager is a middleware layer that mediates between application and underlying components of this framework. It operates providing a service-oriented managing of resources.
It specifies the service type required by each different application, without take into account
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the nature of the traffic. In particular it receives the QoS specification ( e.g. best effort,
traffic with hard or soft QoS guarantees) of each application (VoIP, video conference etc.),
unless that the single traffic typology, through its content, defines its requirements. In this
manner, different applications specify different sets of high level parameters (e.g., Multimedia Streaming, VoIP, signaling protocol and file transfer have different parameters and
performance indicators). The set of high level QoS requirements of the application will be
specified through an Application Level Contract (ALC) (figure 7.2).
The QoS manager acts as a proxy: it translates the high level QoS requirements of the
application into the resource allocations, it computes transmission parameters values and
it negotiates them with admission control.
The set of low level resource requirements produced by QoS manager will be called
Resource Level Contract (RLC). Actually the underlying network may be heterogeneous,
it may vary in topology and standards, offering a completely variable scenario. For this
reason, QoS manager has to interact with different scheduling subsystems, one for each
different standard. Each subsystem has an admission control, a scheduler, a predictor and
a feedback control. We can assume without lack of generality that each protocol does not
interfere with other ones.
When QoS manager interacts with a subsystem it provides the appropriate parameters
and it takes into account the specific protocol used, mapping the ALC parameters into
RLC parameters. So, our framework receives from different applications a specific list of
parameters comprehensive of all the QoS service requirements about latency, delay jitter,
throughput and it translates these in RLC parameters typical of this protocol. The latter
are collected in TSPEC parameters which are used by scheduling subsystem.
To obtain this abstraction, we implemented the QoS manager as a ”two-side” Application Program Interface (API).
The upper side interfaces applications while the bottom side interacts with scheduling
subsystem. The applications can call the following functions of QoS manager:
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Figure 7.2 : QoS manager
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• int requestALC (struct *ALCspec);
• int modifyALC(struct*ALCspec);
• int cancelALC (struct *ALCspec);
An application uses requestALC to negotiate an ALC with QoS manager. The latter
checks the requirements specified with struct *ALCspec through Admission Control subsystem and returns the result 0 if the ALC is accepted, 1 if the ALC is modified or 2 if the
ALC is rejected. If the ALC is modified, the application can cancel the current contract
issuing cancelALC.
At any time an application can request to modify the ALC by modifyALC . This function
behaves like requestALC. To abort a contract an application use cancelALC, which should
return 0 unless an error is occurred.
The API bottom side is used by QoS manager to interact with the underlying levels. It
consists of three functions for every protocol managed by QoS manager
• int requestRLCproto (struct *RLCspec);
• int cancelRLCproto(struct *RLCspec);
• int getRUproto (struct *RUproto);
where proto may be any supported network protocol (e.g. for 802.11e the function names
are: requestRLC80211e and getRU80211e). The first function is called by QoS manager to
negotiate a RLC with the scheduling subsystem and it returns 0 if the RLC is accepted, 1
if the RLC is modified or 2 if the RLC is rejected.
If the RLC is modified and ALC can still be satisfied, the QoS manager adjusts ALCspec
and return it to the application requesting the corresponding contract, while if the RLC
is modified but the ALC cannot be satisfied the QoS manager cancels the RLC through a
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cancelRLCproto and then notifies to the application that it cannot accept the ALC. RLCs
are also canceled when ALC expires.
The function getRUproto is used by QoS manager to query the scheduling subsystem
about protocol resource utilization. The returning RUproto lets the QoS manager to enhance
its negotiation capability.
Moreover QoS manager performs other actions useful to optimize QoS support:
• it adapts automatically the resource allocation to dynamic changes in the requirements
of the application, tuning service parameters: when an application wants to change
the contract profile, the QoS manager contacts again the corresponding admission
control service and negotiates a new RLC. It perform a so-called adaptive resource
allocation;
• it adapts dynamically the resource allocation in order to optimize the resource utilization without sacrificing on QoS requirements;
• it maintains as much as possible the resource allocation for each application as close
the minimum that is needed to fulfill the ALC;
• if an overload occurs (e.g. due to varying network conditions or if a more important
QoS request is received), it can decide to change one or more ALCs to degrade the QoS
level of one or more applications by a call-back notification so that the application
itself can adapt its QoS requirements.
Thus the QoS middleware adapts the service differentiation concepts to the variations in
the network conditions and in the user/application requirements, managing the QoS levels
specified by the set of parameters and negotiating that with the underlying levels.
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7.2.2

The scheduling subsystem

The scheduling subsystem is composed by the admission control, the scheduler and the
feedback mechanism.
Admission control
It keeps track of the allocated capacity, and when a new stream request to be admitted, it
verifies if there are sufficient resources for medium access to satisfy QoS manager requests.
To accomplish this check, it computes the theoretical new bandwidth utilization and it
checks if it is admissible without degradation of pre-existent transmissions.
The response is sent back to the QoS manager. If the instance request is successful a
RLC is established and the QoS manager can communicate transmission parameters to the
corresponding scheduler/
The general admission test used is:
N
X
Qi
i=1

Pi

≤ Ulub ,

(7.1)

where:
• Qi , Ci /ri is the average time budget of the medium which is reserved to the ith
network station (QSTAi ) transmitting within each period Pi ,
• ri is the physical bit rate assumed for admission control computations of the ith traffic
stream (TSi ),
• Ci are the bytes transmitted during the Pi , and
• Ulub is least upper bound utilization factor computed for the worst-case available
bandwidth.
In all cases if the sum of the bandwidth utilization of the existing reservations, plus
the utilization of the new reservation does not exceed Ulub , the request is forwarded to
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the scheduler. If there is not enough bandwidth to serve the new request three different
admission control policies exist which act as follows:
• saturation policy, the highest possible budget is assigned to the task so that the total
resource utilization does not exceed Ulub ,
• compression policy, in respect of the established ALCs, all the reservation (RLCs) are
recomputed∗ so that we can make new space for the new request,
• reject policy, the transmission is rejected.
The scheduler
It manages each TS transmission for each admitted QSTA and it assigns dynamically both
the period Pi and transmission duration T Xi to follow the channel variability and streams
characteristics. We propose a scheduler which can handle TS with Hard and Soft Real Time
guarantees [58] with special regard to VBR flows. VBR flows are supported by assigning
transmission duration in agreement to the effective temporal demands of QSTA and the
length of its queues.
For each traffic stream the scheduler has to keep the following information:
• Qi the budget of the stream.
• Pi its period.
• ci its current capacity.
• di its absolute deadline.
• pi its polling time.
∗

Also referred as“compressed ”
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where Qi being the maximum capacity, expressed in time units, that a stream i can
consume in a period Pi ; the choice of those values is based on the traffic specification for
the stream i, and is done during the admission control phase.
The assignment of Pi is dynamic, so it lets to increase the transmission frequency of the
stations having in queue traffic with tightening requirements of QoS.
On the other hand ci , di and pi represent the actual stream status. While ci and di
retain the same meaning they have in the CBS algorithm, ci being the current capacity a
stream has, and di its current deadline, a new state variable is introduced, pi , that is, if the
stream is an uplink one, the next time it will be polled when it has no more data to transfer
or it has exhausted its TXOP.
Each stream can be in one of the following states:
Active : if it is a downlink stream it has packets to send, otherwise, if it is an uplink one,
it has to be polled.
Idle : if it is a downlink stream, it has no packets to send.
Polling : if it is an uplink stream, it has to be polled, but it is still too early to poll it.
Active streams are scheduled by their deadline, that is dynamically updated as described
in the following sections.
When an application send a packet to lower levels, the scheduler checks if its associated
stream i was already active. If it was not, it has to check if the remaining instant capacity
can be given to the stream without exceeding the Qi /Pi utilization of the medium, otherwise
it has to postpone the deadline of the stream, replenishing its capacity.
The scheduler is also able to reclaim the unused time of QSTAs which have exhausted
their transmission before the end of their transmission duration and then it assigns that time
to the stations which have still useful data to transmit. Delay or advance of the transmission
with respect to the pre-agreed rate (in terms of bytes which have been anticipatively used
(k)

or have not been transmitted by mobile station) are formalized as the scheduling error εi ,
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defined, at the kth time instant, as the difference between the cumulated bytes to transmit
(k)

zi

(k)

, kCi

(k)

and the bytes actually transmitted z i :

(k)

εi

(k)

(k)

, zi

− zi

The dynamic equation for the evolution of the scheduling error for the ith real-time data
flow is:

(k+1)

εi
(k)

where γi

(k)

= εi

(k)

+ Ci

(k)

(k)

− γi Q i

is the actual channel speed.

The Predictor
It estimates the future available bandwidth and the QSTA queue length, sensing the channel
medium and listening to the messages sent by QSTAs. It uses the recent history of these
values to correct its estimation. The predictor can be both deterministic and stochastic
depending on TS. This information is used by the Feedback System.

The Feedback Subsystem
It senses the effective information acknowledged by stations. It also uses the information
provided by the predictor to vary transmission parameters of the scheduler in order to
respect hard and soft deadlines. It is responsible to minimize the scheduling error. The
rapidity of this action can be improved turning on special weights wi for each TSi. The feedback system can compensate little variations of network conditions without the intervention
of admission control to establish new RLCs.
During normal condition, if eq.7.1 is satisfied the feedback system controls the scheduling
error assigning:
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(k)

∀i, Qi
(k)

e
where Q
i
(k)

and αi εi

(k)

e (k) = Ci
,Q
i

(k)

+ αi εi
(k)

ρi

is the required assigned budget to compensate the scheduling error, αi ∈]0, 1]
(k)

is a fraction of the current scheduling error for each TSi and ρi

is the predicted

channel speed at the physical layer.
During overload condition, if eq.7.1 is not satisfied depending the feedback scheme
adopted, the allocated budget to each station i is decreased. For example, if the feede (k) is decreased of an amount
back scheme uses a weighted distribution, for each TSi , Q
i

proportional to the weight wi assigning:
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This system can use different feedback schemes according the profile of each TS. By this
way the Framework can react to network variations using different compensation models
on the basis of the application served.

7.3

QoS architecture for end-to-end QoS support over heterogeneous networks

In order to offer end-to-end QoS, a new entity is introduced in the network architecture,
called QoS Manager. QoS Manager is responsible for checking, ensuring, and enforcing the
QoS in the metro/core network and the access networks upon a service request coming from
the SCF. To achieve end-to-end QoS, a negotiation process takes place at the QoS Manager,
as explained next.
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Figure 7.3 : QoS architecture
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7.3.1

End-to-End QoS Negotiation Process

End-to-end QoS negotiation requires to establish the following contracts (Fig. 7.3):
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
The SLA is the contract between the user and the SCF. An SLA request, sent by a
user, specifies the service type (e.g., VoIP, videoconferece, videostreaming, etc.) and
the characteristics (e.g., codec, mean and peak data rate, etc.) and it may specify
additional QoS requirements in terms of application requirements (e.g., latency and
delay bound), network capacity (e.g., maximum bandwidth), and processing resources.
At the end of SLA negotiation process, the established SLA defines the range of QoS
parameters.
Application Level Contract (ALC)
The ALC is the contract between SCF and QoS Manager and it defines the range of
QoS parameters that the network infrastructure should guarantee for supporting the
requested service. Notice that the ALC may contain several QoS specifications, each
one meeting the requirements in the SLA established between User and SCF (e.g.,
a video may have different quality profiles, each one with its own characteristics as
resolution, mean frame size, max frame size, mean data rate, max data rate, etc.).
Resource Level Contract (RLC)
The RLC is the contract between the QoS Manager and a network (metro-core or
access network) that offers resources to support the requested service. RLC includes
specifications for absolute or relative QoS in terms of QoS levels (such as in Traffic
Specification objects) or service classes (e.g., DiffServ classes), depending also on the
network technology and protocols. Once the RLC is established, edge nodes of the
metro-core networkand access nodes of access networks are configured according to
RLC specifications.
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The SLA, ALC, RLC contracts are stipulated during the end-to-end QoS negotiation
process. The end-to-end QoS negotiation process consists of the following phases:
1. A user requests a service or content to the SCF. The user request specifies a service/application type with its characteristics and eventually some additional requirements.
2. The SCF maps the requested parameters into a request for an ALC to the QoS
Manager.
3. The QoS Manager verifies the resource availability in the network infrastructure† , for
the requested ALC.
4. If enough resources are available for the requested ALC, QoS Service Manager can
start to reserve them‡ and the RLC request is accepted.
5. QoS manager accepts the ALC request.
6. SCF accepts the SLA request and informs the user of the successful admission of the
requested service.

7.3.2

QoS Manager

QoS Manager consists of four functional blocks, i.e., QoS Manager/Broker, QoS Database,
QoS Event Detector, and QoS Feedback Control (Fig. 7.4).
Their functionalities and interactions are as follows:
QoS Broker
it negotiates the ALC with the SCF. Once the ALC is agreed, the former stipulates a
RLC with edge nodes of each network and end (access) nodes of access networks. RLC
†

Resource availability should be checked in each network that should offer the service with the requested

QoS level.
‡

Reservation can take place either during or after the checking phase.
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Figure 7.4 : QoS Manager
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parameters are optimally computed by the QoS Broker, using the information provided by
the QoS Database.
QoS Broker is informed about any change in achieved QoS and, if necessary, in network
state, by the QoS Feedback Control. Moreover, QoS Broker receives from QoS Feedback
Control all the information required to recompute the QoS parameters. Changes in QoS
parameters may require the re-negotiation of RLC with one or more network edge nodes.

QoS Database
it periodically probes the QoS at each network edge node and stores the information. The
information includes QoS performance in each network and may include also network resource status. Information in QoS Database are delivered to QoS Broker when an ALC
request from SCF is received by QoS Broker. Some or all the stored information in QoS
Database are delivered to the QoS Feedback Control, upon request of the QoS Event Detector. The type, detail, and pieces of information to be delivered depend on the type of
request generated by the QoS Event Detector.

QoS Event Detector
it periodically checks the QoS Database and detects and filters the changes in QoS and
eventually in network status. Significant changes, or events, trigger the feedback control
of the QoS, i.e., they trigger the information delivery from the QoS Database to the QoS
Feedback Control. Examples of events are a degradation of QoS below a threshold, or a
network congestion that could impact the QoS.

QoS Feedback Control
it receives the QoS (and network status, if available) information from the QoS Database
and the type of detected event. The QoS Feedback Control is responsible for evaluating the
received information and deciding whether to contact the QoS Broker for a re-computation
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of QoS parameters. This avoids an excessive load on the QoS Broker.

Figure 7.5 : End-to-end QoS architecture
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Part III

A Model for the Design of
QoS-aware Networks
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Chapter 8
Introduction
Until now the QoS support has been studied at the MAC layer, proposing three different
scheduling algorithms tailored for HCCA IEEE 802.11e networks. Now we try to extend
our point of view, considering the problem of designing a QoS-aware wireless network. This
is a challenging and complex topic, that can be addressed using different approaches. We
choose to focus our attention on the models that can be used during the design process. In
fact, we need some abstraction tools that can provide a description of the desired network
suitable to highlight its features using a mathematic language that allows the designer to
manipulate its parameters in order to obtain the desired network behavior.
The modeling process is shaped by the goals of the work that impact on the used parameters, assumptions and characteristics of the model and evaluated properties. Moreover it
influences the adopted level of abstraction, selecting the aspects to analyze and the boundary conditions. Our aim is to design a wireless network with an expected QoS and we choose
as case study wireless sensor networks, due to their pervasiveness in the real world.

8.1

Why modeling Wireless Sensor Networks with Geographic Routing?

The diffusion of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) as monitoring systems in contexts like
environment, health, industry, transport, etc. has raised a great interest of the research
community in diverse application fields and in possible improvements in all the various
design levels [59, 60, 61].

Furthermore the evolution of the localization schemes and

technologies [62] had provided important instruments for the ubiquitous computing and
the use of position information for the nodes localization, substituting the network address, has introduced the concept of position-based or geographic routing.

Numerous
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works on this subject has been proposed for ad hoc networks and then extended to WSN,
[63, 64, 65, 59, 66, 67, 60, 68, 61]. Relying only on the use of local information, (the position of the source, the destination and of the intermediate nodes forwarding the messages
along the source-destination path), the geographic routing is scalable and performing in the
presence of mobile nodes and of nodes with active-sleeping periods, reducing the system
overhead due to the update of all routing tables. Even considering only the greedy algorithms, various criteria can be used to select the next hop node, like the geographic distance
form the destination [69], or the projection onto the line source-destination of the line connecting the source and the considered node and taking into account the distance from the
destination [70] or from the source [71]. Some alternatives are a random selection of the
forwarding node between all the neighbors reached using the minimum transmission power
[72] or the choice of the node with the minimum angle composed by the line connecting
this node to the source and the line connecting source and destination, [73]. In Section 8.2
a brief description of some important geographic routing algorithm is illustrated.
In hostile or difficult to reach environments like, for instance, industries producing hazardous goods or WSN on the bottom of the sea to monitor a variety of natural phenomena
(earthquake prevention, fisheries movement, etc.), it is hard and expensive to act on the
site after the WSN deployment to correct its behavior, (moving or substituting the nodes,
changing its topology or density, etc..). Thus tailored design tools, like networks models,
are useful to provide a network with an accepted probability to meet the Quality of Service
(QoS) applications requirements yet during the design phase, limiting the intervention after
the release.
In this chapter we present our work about a method for the design of Wireless Sensor
Networks where network performances are evaluated in terms of path hops, end-to-end
delay and reliability. We split this work in two phases: the first one deals with the proposed
probabilistic model for preliminary WSN performance evaluation before its deployment, the
second one with the use of a geographic opportunistic routing algorithm.
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The modeling task is performed proposing two different models, that are compared in
order to highlight the better one that is then evaluated through network simulation. The
obtained model is useful to set the values of the network design parameters in order to obtain
the desired QoS and we consider the probability to guarantee this level, negotiated with the
nodes applications. In the first step of the work, we chose the end-to-end delay as network
performance metric and the nodes density as design parameter. The model tries to answer
the following questions: what is the probability that the messages can reach the destination
within a desired end-to-end delay? And, consequently, what is the required nodes density
to guarantee that such probability will be above an accepted threshold, needed to respect
the delay bound accepted by the nodes applications?

Since the source-destination path

and its hops number depend on the adopted routing method, we focused our attention on
the use of the geographic routing.
The second phase has the goal to improve the modeled network acting on the geographic
routing algorithm, which integrates the network and the Medium Access Control (MAC)
layers, in order to assure the network reliability by the use of a partial flooding technique.
The model has been both numerically analyzed and simulated by means of the Castalia
[74] network simulator, providing a validation of the mathematical results. Moreover performance evaluation shows that the geographic opportunistic routing guarantees a reliable
messages delivery and the presented method is suitable to find the right trade-off between
end-to-end delay and reliability, improving the behavior of the designed network.

8.2

The Geographic Routing: related works

In this section, without the aim to provide a fully comprehensive overview of the state of art
about the geographic routing, some algorithms are briefly summarized. To the best of our
knowledge they had introduced significant and different concepts of progress in the message
forwarding toward the destination, i.e. about the criterion used to select the next hop node
in the source-destination path, thus they can help to understand the proposed model.
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The position-based routing was initially introduced for ad hoc networks but it has been
naturally extended to WSN. It deals with the information about the location of the nodes
to choose the path toward the destination. The position can be absolute or relative and
is managed by exchanging such information between neighbors [75] or by knowing that
through the connection to satellites systems like GPS. The basic feature is that the message
is sent to the geographical position of a node without consider the network topology nor the
network addresses. On the other hand, the routing task using the nodes position is affected
by the nodes mobility and by the changes in operational mode (sleeping/active periods).
Due to the large diffusion of the position information use in ad hoc and in sensors
networks a lot of works [63, 64, 59, 66, 67, 60, 68, 61] had tried to collect and compare the
numerous position-based routing schemes proposed in literature.
In general the position-based routing algorithms can be classified considering different
features, both qualitative and quantitative [76]: the used metric, the loop-free behavior, the
distributed operations (localized, global or zonal schemes), the sleeping period operations,
the path strategy (single path, multiple path, flooding), the memorization of information
(stateless or memorizing of the past traffic and or routes), the guaranteed delivery (with
recovery mode), the scalability, the robustness, etc.. These different aspects are here only
summarized, since the present work is not focused on that. In particular, the network
behavior can be characterized by some parameters, the metrics, used for the analysis, qualitative or quantitative, of the network performance. So, their choice is influenced by he goal
of the algorithm and impacts on the route selection.
We add further brief explanations about some of the properties above summarize. The
different delivery strategies for routing protocols can be classified into single path (only one
copy of the message is in the network) that is the optimal in terms of power and bandwidth
consuming; on the other hand flooding-based strategies are the better in terms of reliability
but not in terms of power and bandwidth saving; multipath strategies (few recognizable
paths) are the trade-off. Our opportunistic implementation, introduced to improve the
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system reliability, is based on a multipath method, as we will show in the following.
Distributed operations are used to manage the position information. In localized algorithms [77] the route decision is based only on the knowledge of the source, neighbors and
destination positions, unlike in the non-localized ones, distinguished into global and zonal.
In global schemes is assumed that each node knows the position of all the nodes in the
networks and, for instance, shortest path first or shortest weighted path (in case of power
or cost metrics) are used to find the route. Instead the zonal algorithms [78, 79] subdivide
the network in zone where a localized approach is applied, whereas shortest path or similar
methods are used between zones.
For which concerns the algorithm behavior a loop-free algorithm does not produce loops
thus recovery strategies or memorization of traffic and/or paths are not necessary. This is
a stable classification in the case of fixed nodes, whereas the mobility can produce some
temporary loops, called mobility-caused loops [67]. In particular the nodes have essentially
two operational modes: greedy and recovery modes. Greedy technique is based on a local
approach where the current source does its better to deliver the message to its neighbors
following different progress parameters (distance, progress, direction, power, power-cost,
congestion, fading channel, etc.). In presence of concave nodes, i.e. of nodes nor closer to
the destination than the current source and that obstacle the progress to the destination,
the protocol switches to the recovery or face mode suitable to correct the failing algorithm
bringing to the greedy mode.
Furthermore, a technique used to overcome the presence of nodes that do not allow the
evolution of the routing algorithm toward the destination is the paths and traffic memorization, but that is sensitive to the nodes queue size and to the changes in nodes activity
(active/sleeping periods), nodes mobility so it could be better to avoid such type of memorization. Moreover also the QoS routing [80] which takes into account delay, connection
time, bandwidth, needs the path memorization to optimize the route and to satisfy the QoS
requirements. Finally robust strategies are used to face off to position deviation, especially
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in presence of mobile nodes, or when obstacles interrupt the unit graph model.
Some metrics are various cost functions that express the trend of some parameters like
the remaining power in a node, the network congestion, the delay, the delivery rate (the
ratio between the messages sent by the source and that received by the destination), the
hop count, (also used to determine the consumed power through the power per hop), the
consumed power that can consider the transmission power, that is tailored to the neighbors
position, but also the energy spent in star-up, collisions, retransmissions, ACK.
An important distinction between the routing algorithms is how the progress of the
message along the path toward the destination is managed, i.e. what is the criterion used
in the selection of the next hop node in the source-destination path. In the following, as
previously mentioned, there is a brief summary of some routing algorithms that, to the best
of our knowledge, represent some significant different proposals about this topic. We limited
our attention only to the greedy algorithms, based on a local approach where the current
source does its better to deliver the message to its neighbors considering different progress
parameters (distance, direction, power, power-cost, congestion, channel fading, etc.).
One of the first position-based routing schemes is the Most Forward within Radius
(MFR) proposed by Takagi and Kleinroch [70], where the progress is intended as the projection onto the line source-destination of the line connecting the source and the considered
node; the node with the greater progress toward the destination is chosen as next hop
node.

Hou and Li introduced the Nearest Forward Progress (NFP) [71], where the node

with progress nearest to S is chosen. In [72] is presented a different approach, the Random Progress method, that randomly selects the forwarding node between all the neighbors
reached using the minimum transmission power: the random choice faces off to the collision
probability increase with the distance from the source. Finn [69] introduced the greedy
scheme using the geographic distance as progress and choosing the node closest to the destination. Stojmenovic and Lin [81] proposed the GEographic DIstance Routing (GEDIR)
scheme, that detects the forwarding failure due to the presence of a loop when, applying
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the routing method, the message is returned to the sending node. In [82] the same authors
proposed the Nearest Closer (NC) algorithm. Kranakis, Sing and Urritia introduced a different idea of progress based on the concept of angle: the Compass Routing method [73]
chooses the node with the minimum angle composed by the line connecting this node to
the source and the line connecting source and destination.
Considering the consumed power Stojmenovic and Lin [82] proposed a power-aware
routing algorithm that chooses the node B with the minimal sum of the power to transmit
from S to B and of the optimal one from B to D. Instead Sing, Woo and Raghavendra
[83] proposed a power-aware routing algorithm with a metric inverse proportional of the
remaining battery life time. In [82] is shown that power-cost efficient localized algorithms
are competitive with the shortest weighted paths ones. Yeh [84] used variable-radius routing
protocol to obtain higher throughput, smaller latency and power consumption. Larsson [85]
considered the fading and non-fading channel selecting as next hop node the first neighbor
which acknowledged the message reception.

The guaranteed forwarding
In this section is briefly studied the problem of the guaranteed delivery of the messages to
the destination that affects the network reliability, since this metric has been considered in
our work. The guaranteed delivery implies the use of recovery strategies in case of concave
nodes, i.e of nodes nor closer to the destination than the current source. These techniques
solve the problem using or not the memorization of some significant information.
The guaranteed forwarding with memorization uses the information about the concave
nodes that do not allow the message forwarding to recover the algorithm evolution. In
presence of concave nodes [81] employs greedy routing scheme to switch the protocol from
the greedy to the recovery mode, whereas the concave nodes are memorized in a list to take
care of the previous experiences.
The Terminode routing [86] combines two different routing schemes, Terminode Lo-
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cal Routing (TLR) and Terminode Remote Routing (TRR) (refer) and uses an Anchored
Geodesic Packet Forwarding (AGPF) component that forwards the message not to the
nodes, that can be mobile, but to fixed geographical points, the anchors. In particular at
each step this method sends the message to the anchor nearest to the destination, iterating
this action until the destination is reached.
Jain, Puri and Sengupta proposed the Geographic Routing Algorithm (GRA) [87] where
the nodes store the routes toward the destinations for which they are concave thus, when
the destination is reached using breadth first search or dept first search, the stuck packet
can be sent to the destination.
The guaranteed forwarding with memorization, also called stateless routing with guaranteed delivery, does not imply the routes memorization but the route decisions are taken
considering only the local information about the geographical position od source, forwarding nodes and destination, like in face or Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) [88], a composition of
face and greedy techniques, methods. GFG has been improved using the tow-hop neighbors
information and the dominating set concept [59]. The message delivery is ensured by the
use of the Gabriel subgraph (GG), where the routing scheme is applied in the unit graph
choosing only the path that does not intercept the line connecting S and D. GG is planar
since each couple of edges does not intersect the others and is connected because it contains
a minimal spanning tree as a subgraph.
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Chapter 9
The proposed Models
9.1

The first proposed model

The presented model [89] aims to provide a probabilistic evaluation of WSN performance
at the design stage and a method to set the values of its design parameters, like the nodes
density, suitable to meet the minimum acceptable level of probability to have a desired
QoS, expressed in terms of end-to-end delay and required by the nodes applications. This
is equivalent to ask that will be at least one listening/forwarding node at a certain distance
from the source. The model provides the mathematical expression of the probability to find
an intermediate node forwarding the message toward the destination at a distance related
to the expected delay, and the hops number, if a multi-hop path is needed. Comparing the
delay assured with an accepted level of probability with that required by the applications,
it is possible to verify if the designed network is able to meet the QoS expectation or not.
In the last case the introduced method has to be reiterated, tuning the design parameters
values until the desired network behavior is reached.

9.1.1

Model assumptions and hypotheses about the network

We consider a connected network populated by homogeneous wireless sensor nodes with a
density ρ and located in fixed positions. The coverage or transmission radius r0 of each
node is approximated with a step function on the basis of the Nakagami model. Referring
to the unit graph model, two nodes are assumed as neighbors if their Euclidean distance is
at most equal to the transmission radius. All nodes in the transmission area are supposed
to be awake with enough energy to operate correctly.
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9.1.2

The probability to reach the next-hop node

The model deals with the general situation where a source node S has to transmit a message
to a destination node D, including the parameters influencing the delay. The nodes density ρ
is introduced with the date rate, that implies to consider the MAC and the physical layers.
The geographic routing adds the nodes distance in the problem formulation and, since depending from the distance S-D a one-hop or a multi-hop path is needed, the number of hops
is included. All the previous considerations can be collected in the following formulation of
the probability P :
P = Pr (In a network with nodes density ρ and coverage radius ro the message sent by S
arrives to D, respecting the end-to-end delay bound required by the considered application, integrating the MAC scheduling and the physical effects and using the geographic
routing to forward the packet to D (directly or by means of a multi-hop path)).
Assuming a multi-hop scenario, we divide the modeling task in two sub-problems:
1. firstly, we will find the mathematical expression of the probability P to transmit a
message from S to the next-hop node at a given distance in the transmission circle,
dependently from the required QoS level;
2. then we will determine how many times the first problem can be replicated along the
path toward D, i.e. how many hops are necessary to reach D from S.
Considering the relationship between the transmission distance from the current source
and P, the coverage circle is divided in n =

r0
∆

slices, each one of ∆ width, see Fig. 9.1,

obtaining a distance discretization.
∆ is named resolution of the model, because it is the used space granularity. We can tune
this parameter in order to increase or decrease the region where we can find the forwarding
nodes and, consequently, to increase or not the chance to find the next hop node and the
number of nodes. Thus the choice of n is strictly related to the number of path nodes. Each
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Figure 9.1 : Graphical representation of the proposed model

slice, bounded by two axes orthogonal to the S-D one and enumerated with an integer index
j, with 0 ≤ j ≤ n, is indicated with the value of j belonging to its left bound, thus j = 0
refers to the first slice while j = n − 1 to the last one. A further distinction is introduced
when S is far away or not far away from D.
Source far away from destination
Searching the forwarding node, we examine the last slice of the S coverage circle, i.e. the
slice that starts at distance (n − 1)∆ from S and finishes at distance n∆. Since this slice
is the nearest one to D, this choice can assure a path with fewer hops ∗ . Moreover we
consider a circle centered in D and intersecting the transmission circle of S in A and in B
points, determined by the chosen resolution, see Fig. 9.1. At long distance, the portion
of the circumference delimiting the intersection of this circle and of the S transmission
circle can be approximated with a straight line. Thus the probability is geometrically
∗

In general we can also consider a path in a direction different from the S-D one, i.e the backward progress

instead of the forward progress, but this choice could mean more hops and an higher delay.
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computed considering the area of the transmission circle and that of the last slice, calculated
[ from that of the circular sector SAB.
] The area
subtracting the area of the triangle SAB
] is SAB
] =
of sector SAB

α
2π

· πr02 , where α is the angle between the SA and SB radii of the

transmission circle centered in S. Being SC = SA · cos α2 , we obtain:


−1 j∆
]
SAB = cos
· r02
r0

[ is:
with j = n − 1 and the area of the triangle SAB
q
[ = j∆ · r 2 − (j∆)2 .
SAB
0
The area of the last right slice, being located on the right of its bounding chord in the
transmission circle, indexed with j = n − 1, is:


q
−1 j∆
· r02 − j∆ · r02 − (j∆)2 =
RightSlice = cos
r0




n−1
2
−1 n − 1
√ .
−
r0 cos
n
n· n
As required by the model, the obtained expression is function only of the network parameter
r0 and of the model parameter n, the last one chosen considering the probability to guarantee
the QoS level accepted by the application. At the end of this section, analyzing the obtained
results, we will show how they can meet the expectation about the model.
Source not far away from destination
When the current source is not enough far away from D we cannot adopt the same assumption than above: now the farthest node from D belongs to the edge of the circular sector
^ placed to the left of the chord AB, see Fig. 9.1. Moreover we cannot approximate the
DAB,
portion of the bounding circumference with a straight line as in the previous case. Hence
the mathematical expression of the area must be updated to include the contribution of
^ Being CD = d − j∆, the area of DAB
^ is DAB
^=
this portion of DAB.


^ Since α′ = 2 · cos−1 d−j∆ ,
is the angle behind DAB.
r1


−1 d − j∆
^
· r12 .
DAB = cos
r1

α′
2π

· πr12 , where α′
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\ is:
The area of the triangle DAB
\ = (d − j∆) ·
DAB

q

r12 − (d − j∆)2 .

Thus the area of the portion of the intersection of the circles delimited by the chord AB
and named LeftSlice, since it is located on the left of the same chord and with j = n − 1, is:
Lef tSlice = cos

−1

(d − j∆) ·



q

d − j∆
r1



· r12 −

r12 − (d − j∆)2 .

(9.1)

In Section 9.3 we will show that this portion is very small and its contribution to
the probability computation is marginal. However, from a geometrical point of view, this
construction is important because lets us to state that every farthest nodes belonging to
the last slice are at the same distance r1 from D.
Probability Evaluation
The probability to provide a desired QoS level is obtained considering the area of the global
slice, composed by the intersection of the coverage circle centered in S with radius r0 and the
circle centered in D with radius r1 . This allows to take into account both the contributions
of S far away and not from D:
GlobalSlice = RightSlice + Lef tSlice =


q
−1 j∆
· r02 − j∆ · r02 − (j∆)2 +
cos
r0


q
d − j∆
· r12 − (d − j∆) · r12 − (d − j∆)2
cos−1
r1

(9.2)

with j = n − 1.
Finally this is the expression of the total probability P to find at least one listening
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node in the last slice:




n−1
−1 n − 1
√
cos
−
+
n
n· n


d − (n − 1)∆
· r12
cos−1
r1
q
− [d − (n − 1)∆] · r12 − [d − (n − 1)∆]2 .
1
P =
π

(9.3)

Eq. 9.3 is function only of the S-D distance d, of the model resolution n and of the
used routing algorithm. At its turn n is dependent from the minimum accepted number of
nodes that can forward the message and that we expect to find in the last slice to meet the
required probabilistic service level. The following paragraph will introduce the dependency
from the further parameters of interest, providing a general expression of the delay that can
be useful to set the required network design parameters values.

9.1.3

The number of hops and the delay computation

In the case of a multi-hop path, the method illustrated above can be replicated for each
hop to find the next node forwarding the message toward the destination. At each hop we
will have a new intermediate source Si with 0 ≤ i ≤ N , where N is the number of the path
nodes, and with the same transmission radius r0 , as assumed. Note that S0 is the previously
considered source S. Since, in the worst case, the next hop node is at distance j∆, with
j = n − 1, from the current source Si , the maximum number of hops is:
Nmax =

d
.
(n − 1)∆

(9.4)

This is the final result needed to estimate the delay performance of the network. In fact,
taking into account the MAC protocol parameters used to manage the access to the medium
and the physical layer features, now it is possible to evaluate the network delay and, consequently, to specify the nodes density required to probabilistically guarantee the expected
QoS level. A general temporal computation of the transmission time T Tev , that provides a
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worst case reference value of the transmission time used to derive the delay, is the following,
where both MAC and physical parameters are considered:
T Tev = Γ · (Λ + ∆) + r · M axM AC

(9.5)

where Γ is the Retries Limit, i.e. the maximum number of retransmission attempts in case of
collision, if allowed, Λ is the time between retransmissions, ∆ is the Random Transmission
Offset i.e. the time to wait before transmit in transmissions and retransmissions, r is the
data rate and Max MAC is the maximum MAC frame size.
Moreover it is necessary to distinguish between MAC protocols based on a simple carrier
sense mechanism and that which introduce a fixed or variable active/sleeping period. In
fact the presence of sleeping nodes can imply a route re-computation, increasing the delay.
Furthermore, as we will show in Section 10.1, the use of a deterministic MAC protocol,
allowing a deterministic evaluation of the transmission time, perfectly meets the model
expectation, whereas a protocol with a stochastic behavior presents some fluctuations due
to its not predictable variability.
Finally we can conclude that, knowing the coverage radius of the nodes and the network
performance required by the applications, using the proposed model it is possible to find a
minimum value of the nodes density ρ suitable to probabilistically assure the desired endto-end delay QoS level. Fig. 9.2 illustrates how to use this model through a flow diagram.

9.2

The second Proposed Model

In this section we present another developed model and we compare that with the one yet
illustrated, using the same system hypotheses.
Hypotheses: Geographic Routing, uniformly distributed nodes, uniform density ρ, connected network.
In this first formulation we suppose to subdivide the space inside the coverage circle in
circular rings centered in the source node S and we investigate about the probability that
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Figure 9.2 : Flow diagram of the model.

a message sent by S is heard by at least one node inside a ring delimited by the r1 and r2
radii. By a different point of view, we ask if there is at least one node between distances r1
and r2 inside the ring able to hear the message.
P= Prob {there is at least one node inside the ring able to hear the message}= Prob
{the message travels until distance r2 }
In order to define a method to find the next-hope node for the message transmission,
i.e. the furthest node from S inside the coverage circle, we consider the circular ring defined
by means of the external radius r0 , equal to the coverage radius, and by the internal radius
r, as shown in fig. 9.3. The r radius is chosen considering the resolution that we want to
obtain, i.e. the amplitude of the circular ring. Finally this amplitude is related to the level
of probability that the message could be heard, requested by a specific application.
In order to obtain a system model suitable to reach the destination with a minimum
number of hops we assume to consider only the first and fourth quadrants of a cartesian
axis system with the origin in S and the X axis coincident with the line through S and D.
This approach can be improved adopting an angular aperture α different from π, i.e.

r0

r0
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P2

P1

D

S

d

Figure 9.3 : The second model

−3π
π
≤α≤
4
2
This allows to choose nodes in the direction oriented to D, along a path with a probably
less number of nodes.
Moreover the linear transformation of cartesian axes that allows to take the source-sink
axis coincident with the X one, implies that the choice of the next node in the path could
be performed considering the x coordinates of the nodes position. In fact, assuming α the
angular aperture of the spot where we search the next node, the last one is chosen comparing
only the x coordinates.
In this manner we choose the node i which has a distance ri from the current source
S(i−1) such that
xi = ri cos αi > rj cos αj , ∀nodej inside the circular ring centered in S(i−1) .
This approach allows to use only one parameter, the chosen α. In general the number
of hops that compose the path between source and sink is limited by
Nmin = |
and

xsink − xsource
|
r0
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Nmax = |

xsink − xsource
|
r cos α

with α the max angular aperture.
Taking in consideration the figure 9.3
Hop1 The next-hop node is P1 thus the hop length = l1 = r1 .
Hop2 The coverage circle, with radius r0 , is now centered in P1 , the next-hop node is P2
so that x1 < x2 = r2 cos α2 ≤ x1 + r0 = r1 cos α1 + r0 , with α1 , α2 ≤ α.
The first inequality assures that x2 is outside the coverage circle of the source S,
otherwise we could get P2 instead of P1 .
l2 = r2 + r1 and the progress along the X axis is r2 cos α2 + r1 cos α1 .
Hop3 The circle is centered in P2 , the next-hop node is P3 , with x3 = r3 cos α3 , with
α3 ≤ α and
x1 + r0 = r1 cos α1 + r0 < x3 = r3 cos α3 ≤ x2 + r0 = x2 cos α2 + r0
..
Hopn xn−(n−i) < xn−(n−i)+1 < xn−(n−i) + r0 , subject to xn−[n−(i−1)] = r0 < xn−(n−i)+1
and xi ≡ xsource , xn ≡ xsink
In order to obtain a mathematical expression of the probability P, we choose the radius
r, which specifies the amplitude of the circular ring, such that the number of nodes here
is sufficient to guarantee the requested probability level. Moreover, all nodes inside this
ring are considered have the same distance from the destination: this introduces a distance
discretization useful for the computation and that does not affect the problem generality in
term of delay.
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So hP is computed as the fraction between the considered section of the circular ring
area and the coverage circle one.
 α
Circularringarea = πr02 − πr 2 ·
2π

P =

r02 − r 2 α
·
2π
r02

(9.6)

This expression is very compact and it is function of only the project parameters r0 ,
dependent on the transmission power, and r, dependent on the application requirements.
In particular we can compute the value of the radius r, which corresponds to the model
resolution, useful to obtain a requested level of probability P as

√
2π
)
r = r0 (1 − P ·
α
Thus the number of hops required to reach the destination D in the best case, when the
next-hop nodes are always near to the X axis, is computed as

nbest =

9.3

d
r

Numerical evaluation of the model

The numerical evaluation of the model illustrates its behavior, moreover the obtained numerical results will be validated through network simulation (see Section 10.1), confirming
its effectiveness.
In the case of S far away from D in Fig. 9.4 the probability P to find a listening node in
the last slice is shown in function of the model resolution n, with a transmission radius of
45m in accordance with the value used in the network simulation.
As expected, when the number of slices n increases, the probability P decreases to 0,
since the area of the sliced region decreases: in this example jet a partition of the coverage
circle in 5 slices decreases the probability to the 5,2%. Thus a right tradeoff in terms of
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resolution and required probability level is needed, affecting the route selection and the
number of path hops. In fact, if n is great enough it is possible to assume that every node
in the last slice is about at the same distance from S, introducing a discretization in the
nodes set compatible with the differentiation of the network performance levels required by
the applications.
In the same Fig. 9.4 the global probability P is represented, considering both the situations of S far away and not far away from D. Comparing these values of P with that
found only when S is far away from D it is possible to deduct that the contribution of the
left slice is marginal. The figure illustrates the probability decreasing with the resolution n
and the nodes density ρ required to have at least one listening node at the given resolution.
This is an important result that highlights as the proposed model helps in the choice of the
network design parameter ρ in dependence of the required P in order to obtain the desired
performance, matching our expectation.
In Table 9.1 we illustrate an example of step-by-step computation of the number of
hops needed to reach the destination when the resolution is n = 5. In correspondence
to each hop, it is illustrated how r1 varies, as expected by the geometrical construction,
and how the computation finishes when a distance from D less than the coverage radius
is reached, allowing the message delivery. Note that the probability P increases at each
hop as the considered transmitting node is approaching to the destination since the space
modeling allows to consider a greater region, without the drawback of taking into account
more directions as with nodes far from D.

Table 9.1 : Number of hops computation with 5 slices and a transmission radius of 45m
Hop

d − j∆ (m)

r1 (m)

Status

Probability

1

64.000

69.462

TX

8.32%

2

33.462

42.997

TX

10.73%

3

6.997

27.892

STOP

18.34%
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Finally Fig. 9.5 shows how the number of path hops decreases with the resolution, i.e.
when ∆ increases, because of the greater choices availability but, at the same time, since the
probability P decreases, an higher nodes density is needed. The number of hops converges
to a stable value independently from further decreasing of the model resolution, since when
the node nearest to the destination is chosen the corresponding increase of the left slice
respect to the right slice is irrelevant.
The presented numerical analysis of the model allows to conclude that, given an uniform nodes distribution, we can derive the best resolution, related to the expected network
performance, to find at least one node in the last slice, (if it is possible). Then, at such
resolution, we can get the number of needed hops that influences the end-to-end delay.
Thus, comparing the obtained value of the delay with that required by the application, we
can derive the node density suitable to have the desired network behavior.
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9.4

Model validation

The network simulation illustrated in this section validates the numerical evaluation of the
model. In particular it aims to confirm, in a simulated network scenario, the obtained
results about the number of path hops, that is the key parameter of the proposed model to
derive the required value of the design network parameters. Furthermore we show as the
performance evaluation of the designed network in terms of end-to-end delay and reliability
in the message delivery can be used to provide a feedback to the model, useful for choosing
the design parameters value.
The simulation tool used is the Castalia simulator[74], that is tailored for WSN, Body
Area Networks (BAN) and low-power embedded devices networks and that provides a fully
configurable network design in terms of topology, source and type of messages, radio module, MAC layer, routing layer and a customizable application space. It is useful for the
algorithms first-order validation before the network deployment, exactly matching our goal.
The used network topology is a square grid of nodes where the distance between the nodes
can be chosen according to the model parameters. The radio module is the well know
TI/Chipcon CC2420 transmitter. In order to highlight the model and the network behavior
the simulations has been done using three different MAC protocols: Just Carrier Sense
(JCS) that is simply based on the Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism, Sensor MAC (S-MAC) [90] and Timeout MAC (T-MAC) [91]. The
analysis has been carried out using the method of independent replications, running independent replications until the 95% confidence interval is reached for each performance
measure.

9.4.1

Simulation settings and scenario

The simulation tool used is Castalia [74], that is tailored for WSN, Body Area Networks
(BAN) and low-power embedded devices networks and provides a fully configurable network
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design in terms of topology, source and type of messages, radio module, MAC layer, routing layer, and a customizable application space. It is useful for the algorithms first-order
validation before the network deployment, exactly matching our goal.
The used network topology is a square grid of nodes where the distance between the
nodes can be chosen according to the model parameters. The radio module is the well know
TI/Chipcon CC2420 transmitter.
In order to highlight the model and the network behavior the simulations has been done
using three different MAC protocols: Just Carrier Sense (JCS) that is simply based on the
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism, Sensor MAC
(S-MAC) [90] and Timeout MAC (T-MAC) [91]. S-MAC faces off the principal factors that
increase the wasting of power. The idle listening problem, due to the long time spent in
waiting for a message, is solved using a listen-sleep cycle. The contention between nodes
that want communicate with the same node is manages by means of the RTS/CTS packets.
The wasting of power in the retransmission of corrupted packets due to collisions and the
overhearing problem, due to nodes hearing messages sent to other ones, are both solved
using the collision avoidance methods, virtual and physical, and the sleeping phase. TMAC improves S-MAC in case of traffic fluctuations in time and space with an adaptive
duty cycle, with the goal to reduce the energy consumption,
We implemented the geographic routing protocol as previously, with some extensions
like the ACK mechanism that can be enabled to increase the delivery rate through packet
retransmission when the ACK packet is not received by the transmitting node.
The analysis has been carried out using the method of independent replications, running
independent replications until the 95% confidence interval is reached for each performance
measure.
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9.4.2

MAC Protocols

Since we aim to characterize the network behavior in term of end-to-end delay we cannot
avoid to take attention to the timing influence of the MAC layer. In this section are briefly
described the MAC protocols considered in our simulations: S-MAC, T-MAC and Tunable
MAC.
Sensor MAC (S-MAC) [90] faces off the principal factors that increase the wasting of
power: idle listening (due to the long time spent in waiting for a message), overhearing (due
to nodes hearing messages sent to other ones), collisions (due to the power consumed in
the retransmission of corrupted packets), packet overhead (due to the power for sending the
control packets). The idle listening problem is solve using a listen-sleep cycle. Each node
that want communicate with another node has to wait for its listen period and broadcasts
its sleeping-listen schedule allowing the synchronization of the sleeping-listen cycle between
neighbor nodes. The contention between nodes that want communicate with the same node
is manages by means of the RTS/CTS packets: the first node that sends a RTS packet wins
the contention. Finally the collision and the overhearing problems are both solved using
the collision avoidance methods, virtual and physical, and the sleeping phase. Thus the
nodes not interested in the ongoing transmission go sleeping as well they that want to send
packets but find the medium busy.
Timeout MAC (T-MAC) [91] improves S-MAC in case of traffic fluctuations in time and
space with an adaptive duty cycle, with the goal to reduce the energy consumption. The
basic consideration is that a fixed frame time with a fixed active time, used to listen and
eventually to transmit, is not good for variable rate messages. In fact the active time, as
also the frame time, are influenced by the latency requirements and the buffer size, which
are fixed, and by the packets rates, that is variable. Thus the authors propose to vary the
active time length in order to adapt the transmission time to the variable network load.
This strategy allows to send high load messages at the maximum admissible rate, respecting
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their timing constraints, and to reduce the transmitting time in case of lower load, avoiding
to waste energy spent in an unused active interval. The nodes synchronization is based on
the virtual clustering mechanism introduced with S-MAC.
Tunable MAC [92] is a high-tunable MAC protocol implemented inside Castalia; it
allows to approximate several duty-cycle protocols but does not support RTS/CTS nor
acknowledgment.

9.4.3

The number of hops computation

In Fig. 9.6 a comparison between the number of hops predicted by our model and the
results obtained through simulation is illustrated. In the case of JCS, SMAC and TMAC
protocols the mean value of the number of hops confirms the accuracy of the numerical
result. This consideration highlights as the model is suitable to probabilistically describe
the network behavior in case of geographic routing, providing results confirmed by different
classes of MAC protocols. Since this work does not have the aim to compare the diverse
MAC protocols, we have considered only the mean value of the number of hops, whereas
its max value could vary dependently of the protocol. For instance, the introduction of
idle/listening nodes could produce a greater max value, due to the presence of not active
nodes that impacts in the route selection.

9.4.4

Delay analysis

The end-to-end delay analysis of the network designed considering the suggested value of
the parameters shows as, starting from the knowledge of the network behavior, it is possible
to adapt its feature to meet the application requirements. In particular, if its performance
does not match with that expected by the applications, is possible to vary the nodes density
modifying the service level probability. In this situation, as expected, the diverse MAC
protocols show a differentiated behavior (see Fig. 9.7): SMAC and TMAC performs worst
in terms of delay respect to JCS, due to the presence of sleeping nodes.
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Moreover, when the distance between nodes is shorter (higher density), the end-to-end
delay increases because of packet retransmissions due to increasing collisions.

9.4.5

Reliability analysis

The network reliability is evaluated in terms of number of copies of the sent packets received by the destination. This analysis is useful to understand the effective trustiness of
the designed network. In Fig. 9.8 is shown as almost one copy of the packet reaches the
destination using the design advise provided by the model. As expected, for lower nodes
density the reliability is higher because there are more nodes involved in forwarding the sent
information, whereas, when the distance between nodes is over the measured transmission
radius, the message cannot arrive to the destination.
Reliability and end-to-end delay values are related to the number of packets transmitted
over the network; in particular, trying to reduce the end-to-end delay acting on the nodes
density means lowering the reliability, thus a trade-off is necessary.
In future works we will analyze some improvements helpful to increase the network
reliability.
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Chapter 10
The Geographic Opportunistic Routing
In this section we describe the selection process of the next forwarding node, and how the
message is routed to the destination. The used mechanism is an enhanced opportunistic version of the Greedy Forwarding [69] algorithm, introduced to improve the system reliability.
It aims to refine the design process in order to provide a network that meets end-to-end delay
and reliability requirements of the nodes applications. In particular the network reliability
is referred to the message delivery toward the destination. To guarantee the message reception the proposed opportunistic implementation adopts a multi-path strategy with partial
flooding. The trade-off between flooding, i.e. high reliability, and selection of the paths
is obtained introducing a selection criterion in the forwarding process. Thus the current
source does not simply forward the received message, but checks if it has already received
the message or if it has listened a corresponding ACK from a different node. This simple
rule allows to limit the network flooding, limiting the messages collisions and ensuring an
acceptable level of reliability in the message delivery.
The algorithm searches for the candidate nodes between these belonging to the coverage
circle of the current source. Each node keeps the array of the sequence number of the listened
messages and, if the acknowledgement mechanism is used, the array of the sequence number
of the listened ACK messages. When a node receives a message, depending on whether the
packet is DATA type or ACK type, it checks if it is eligible to forward the DATA packet
or register the ACK event. A node is eligible to forward a packet if:
i) it is not the Source or the Sink,
ii) it is nearest to the Sink than the sender node,
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iii) it listens that packet for the first time, and
iv) if the acknowledgement mechanism is enabled, it has never listened the ACK for that
packet.
The conditions (iii) and (iv) avoid to flood the network with unnecessary copies of the
packet.
This algorithm is illustrated in Listing. 10.1.
1

int msgIdListened[MAX SEQUENCE NUMBER];

2

int msgIdAcknowledged[MAX SEQUENCE NUMBER];

3
4

void handleMessage(rcvPacket) {
int sequenceNumber = getSeqNum(rcvPacket);

5
6
7

switch (type(rcvPacket))

8

case (DATA PACKET):
msgIdListened[sequenceNumber]++;

9

if (checkForward(rcvPacket) == true)

10

forward(rcvPacket);

11

else

12

return;

13

break;

14

case (ACK PACKET):

15
16

msgIdAcknowledged[sequenceNumber]++;

17

break;

18

}

19
20

boolean checkForward(rcvPacket) {

21

Node currentNode = getCurrentNode();

22

Node senderNode = getSenderNode(rcvPacket);

23
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if (currentNode == senderNode || currentNode == SINK)

24

return false;

25

else if (distance(currentNode, SINK) < distance(senderNode, SINK)) {

26

if ((OR enabled == 0) ||

27
28

(msgIdListened[sequenceNumber] == 1) ||

29

((ACK enabled == 1) &&
(msgIdAcknowledged[sequenceNumber] == 0)))

30

return true;

31

else

32

return false;

33

} else

34

return false;

35
36

}

37
38

void forward(rcvPacket) {
int sequenceNumber = getSeqNum(rcvPacket);

39
40
41

forwardToSink(rcvPacket);

42

if (ACK enabled)
sendAck(sequenceNumber);

43
44

}

Listing 10.1: The Geographic Opportunistic Routing Algorithm

10.1

Performance analysis

The network simulation illustrated in this section validates the analysis carried out in the
previous sections. In particular we show the performance evaluation of the network in terms
of number of hops, end-to-end delay and number of message copies received at Sink. The
obtained results are useful as guidelines for choosing the design parameters values.
The simulation tool used is the Castalia simulator [74], that is useful for the algorithms
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first-order validation before the network deployment, exactly matching our goal.
The radio module adopted is the well know TI/Chipcon CC2420 transmitter. We chose
to integrate the routing protocol only with the Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) protocol [90]. We
will show in Sec. 10.1.2 that changing the MAC protocol only affects the computed end-toend delay and not the routing algorithm behavior. The considered network topology is a
square grid of nodes, where the distance between the nodes is increased at each run of the
simulation until a successful transmission is possible. The source node is placed at the right
bottom of the grid, while the Sink node is placed at the left top of the grid. The distance
between Source and Sink is kept firm at the value of 100 meters.
The analysis has been carried out using the method of independent replications, running
independent replications until the 95% confidence interval is reached for each performance
measure, plotting only the mean values and ignoring the error when it is negligible.
In the legend of the illustrated graphs we adopt the following acronyms:
GR NoAck
GR Ack
GOR NoAck
GOR Ack

10.1.1

Geographic Routing without ACK,
Geographic Routing with ACK,
Geographic Opportunistic Rout. without ACK,
Geographic Opportunistic Routing with ACK.

The number of hops computation

Fig. 10.1 shows the average number of hops needed to send the message from the Source
to the Sink nodes, when we increase the distance between each node in the network.
In particular the routing protocol has been evaluated turning on and off both the opportunistic and the acknowledgement mechanisms. The differences between such variants are
quite small: the former mechanism reduces the number of transmissions, while the latter
introduces new traffic into the network and, then, increases the number of collisions which
can cause longer path to the destination.
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Figure 10.1 : Number of hops when the grid nodes distance increases.

10.1.2

Delay analysis

In Fig. 10.2 we show the end-to-end delay when the Geographic Opportunistic Routing
protocol is used together with S-MAC. When the opportunistic mechanism is activated and
the acknowledgement is disabled the traffic in the network is the smallest and, thus, the
number of collisions is the lowest. Therefore in this condition we get the lowest end-to-end
delay. Instead disabling the opportunistic mechanism and enabling the acknowledgment we
increase the end-to-end delay.
The obtained performance is affected by the adopted MAC protocol, whereas the consideration about the routing protocol remains still valid, as shown in the following Fig. 10.3.
In such figure we compare different MACs – a simple Just Carrier Sense (JCS) MAC, SMAC, T-MAC [91] – using the same routing protocol variant: the Geographic Opportunistic
Routing without ACK.
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Figure 10.2 : E2E delay: increasing nodes distance, routing protocol variants, S-MAC.
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Figure 10.3 : E2E delay: increasing nodes distance, different MAC protocols, same routing.
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10.1.3

Reliability analysis

Fig. 10.4 shows the number of copies of the sent messages received by the Sink.
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Figure 10.4 : Number of received copies when the grid nodes distance increases.

When the opportunistic mechanism is enabled and the acknowledgement is disabled the
number of forwarded messages is the smallest, while it increases disabling the former and
enabling the latter mechanism. Since the number of forwarded messages is strictly related
to the number of the messages received by the Sink, these mechanisms affect the reliability
and the effective trustiness of the designed network.
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